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Editorial: Taking the Long View
Riitta Ojanperä, PhD, Director, Collections Management, Finnish National Gallery,
Helsinki
27 November 2020
This autumn all three museums of the Finnish National Gallery have been a hive of activity.
New shows have been opened and our audiences have received their exhibition programmes
with enthusiasm. This is most rewarding after the Covid-19 lockdown earlier this year. It
underlines the relevance of long-term and focussed art-history based research, which is
the steady cornerstone of our exhibition programmes. Our current programme opens new
horizons in looking at both Finnish and Italian art.
In this issue of FNG Research magazine we publish four articles that first appeared
earlier this autumn in the context of a monographic exhibition of the artist Magnus Enckell
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(1870–1925) at the Ateneum Art Museum. Enckell was one of the key figures during the
period when Finnish artists were being influenced by Symbolist phenomena in Paris during the
early 1890s. Some 20 years later, Enckell was considered to be one of the first to lead Finnish
painters towards a notable strand of Neo-Impressionism.
Comprehensive exhibitions of Enckell’s work have been rare in recent decades, but
both the man and his art have been a constant source of interest to Finnish critics and art
historians since his death. Enckell has been considered an enigmatic and rather inaccessible
person. In the late 1900s and early 2000s, one reason for this was revealed in the art-historical
studies undertaken by Harri Kalha, as well as Juha-Heikki Tihinen. Kalha’s article in the current
exhibition catalogue, based on his extensive monographic study from 2005, discusses the
discursive strategies of veiling and unveiling Enckell’s covert homosexuality, which seemingly
created a deliberately enigmatic and rather inaccessible aura around Enckell’s person.
Marja Lahelma sheds light on Enckell’s work after the turn of the 20th century from the
perspective of the philosophical and health-promoting aspects of vitalism. The theme of plein
air and marine landscape in relation to Enckell’s art is discussed by Anne-Maria Pennonen.
And a new approach towards the artist’s late career is outlined by Marja Sakari, one of the
exhibition’s curators.
For the first time ever in Finland, the Sinebrychoff Art Museum brings together more
than 20 oil paintings, in addition to drawings and etchings, by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo and
his son Domenico. The exhibition includes a significant tranche of drawings by the Tiepolos
from The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, whose leading Tiepolo expert, Dr Irina
Artemieva, is interviewed in this issue. According to Dr Artemieva, the very subject of the
exhibition, Tiepolo’s art in Northern Europe, is already new and offers a fresh approach to
the study of these great Venetian masters. The show, and the research associated with the
exhibition that is published in an accompanying catalogue, is set to stimulate justified interest
and surprises among Tiepolo specialists internationally.
FNG Research magazine, together with the Ateneum Art Museum, the Contemporary
Art Museum Kiasma and the Sinebrychoff Art Museum, wishes readers and collaborators
inspiring and thought-provoking discoveries in our latest issue.
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Tiepolo and the Russian Connection
Gill Crabbe, FNG Research
Following the recent opening of a groundbreaking Tiepolo exhibition at the Sinebrychoff Art
Museum, one of the key contributors, Tiepolo expert Dr Irina Artemieva, Keeper of Venetian
paintings at the State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg, discusses the research and
international collaboration involved in the FNG project

Dr Artemieva, you joined The State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg in 1982 and became
Keeper of 15th to 18th-century Venetian paintings in 1985. How did you become interested
in the works of the Tiepolos?
Works by the Tiepolos make up a very important part of the collection of Venetian art of the
18th century and therefore from the start I set about finding out as much as I could about
them and about the works, with the intention of adding in new information to that gathered
by my predecessors.
You are also the scientific director of The Hermitage-Italy Centre in Venice. What is
the importance of The Hermitage-Italy Centre for your research and for your links to
Italian colleagues?
I was appointed scientific director of The Hermitage-Italy Centre in Venice because over the
course of my work – and it’s nearly 40 years that I have been working at the Hermitage –
I have formed very friendly and fruitful relationships with many of my Italian colleagues. I
know nearly all the key members of staff of the leading museums in Italy and lots of specialists
in specific areas. As for my acquaintance with Tiepolo specialists, my own interest – and the
reason why I have gone more deeply into the study of Tiepolo – has been connected with
the preparation of a major international exhibition and conference that marked the 300th
anniversary of the birth of Giambattista Tiepolo, which took place in Venice back in 1996.
For that conference I prepared a large paper on the history of the ceilings by Tiepolo painted
for St Petersburg.
The art of Tiepolo found its way into important Russian collections already in the
18th century and its popularity continued throughout the 19th century. How do you
explain this and the importance of Tiepolo in Russia?
Giambattista Tiepolo is, of course, one of the leading artists of the 18th century. His art
marks the apotheosis of Venetian painting: the triumph of light and colour, its ability to
convey aspects of reality through even the most imaginary subject. Tiepolo’s imagination
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Giandomenico Tiepolo, The Greeks Sacking
Troy, 1773–75, oil on canvas, 41cm x 55cm
Finnish National Gallery / Sinebrychoff
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen

Giambattista Tiepolo,
The Rape of the Sabine
Women, c. 1718, oil on
canvas, 43.5cm x 74cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Sinebrychoff Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Aaltonen

had no limits and he was able to
master any format, any form, from the
smallest to most grandiose, but it was
in the latter that he most majestically
gave embodiment to his art. Art that
demanded above all great internal
spaces. Interiors of this kind were only to
be found in royal and princely residences
and, of course, to commission a master
of such a level demanded huge financial
resources. So it’s not surprising that
he worked in the area of monumental
painting in Venice both for the old and
the new aristocracy – particularly the
new – creating grandiose cycles and
fresco wall paintings at the Palazzo Labia
in Venice, and at the Villa Cordellina, and
Villa Valmarana in Vicenza, as well as
abroad. There’s a particularly interesting
article in the catalogue accompanying
the Sinebrychoff Art Museum exhibition
devoted to Tiepolo’s links with Swedish
clients and the attempt to invite him to
paint a grand ceiling for the royal palace
in Stockholm, although unfortunately
this commission never took place. For
Russia too the grand style was close
to the heart of the monarchs and
during the reign of Elizabeth, from
1741–62, when there was a huge
amount of palace building, there was
particular interest in the art of Tiepolo. His painting was really best suited to the style and
the architecture of Francesco Bartolomeo Rastrelli (1700–71) and attempts were made to
commission works by Tiepolo for Elizabeth’s new Winter palace. Three ceilings were also
commissioned by the Chancellor of the Russian Empire, Count Mikhail Illarionovich Vorontsov
(1714–67), for his palace on Sadovaya Ulitsa in St Petersburg.
As for later purchases, even in the 18th century, we see that only the richest Russian
aristocrats could afford to adorn their mansions with works by Tiepolo, among them Prince
Nikolai Borisovich Yusupov (1750–1831) and Chancellor Alexandr Andreyevich Bezborodko
(1747–99). At the start of the 19th century a large monumental canvas, The Banquet of
Cleopatra (1747), was acquired for the new imperial residence the Mikhail Castle. We see
thereafter how even in the second half of the 19th century, thanks to the Russian patron
Baron Alexandr Stieglitz (1814–84), half of the monumental cycle created by Tiepolo for the
Ca’ Dolfin was also acquired. Later Russia became the home of one of the best collections of
monumental paintings by Tiepolo. The significance of this collection cannot be exaggerated,
even though not all of the works have survived to the present day.
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Index for the album Catalogo di varie Opere inventate dal celebre Gio. Batta Tiepolo al Servigio
di S.M.C. morto in Madrid li 27 Marzo 1770, e incise in No 25 dallo stesso, e l’altre incise dalli Figli
Giandomenico, e Lorenzo, possedute dal medesimo Giandomenico coll’aggiunta d’altre sue
Opere, 1774, etching, 54.5cm x 41cm
The National Library of Finland, Helsinki
Photo: The National Library of Finland
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Lorenzo Tiepolo, after Giambattista Tiepolo, Triumph of Venus,
Catalogo di varie Opere (…), 1774, etching
The National Library of Finland, Helsinki
Photo: The National Library of Finland

For the exhibition catalogue accompanying the Sinebrychoff
Art Museum show you have written a key article on Tiepolo
and Russia, based on your extensive research. What were the
key results and are you still surprised to find out new things
about Tiepolo?
During the course of my work for the exhibition I found myself
paying particular attention to the Venetian picture dealer
Niccolò Leonelli, who proved to be a far more significant
figure in the Russian art market at the turn of the 18th and
19th centuries than had previously been thought. As a result
it became possible to considerably expand and to clarify the
information we have about works by Tiepolo that were sold
at the posthumous auction of works belonging to Leonelli, in
1817, even though there had already been an article on this
subject in the Burlington Magazine by Burton Fredericksen.
Amongst these works was a series of four paintings by
Giandomenico Tiepolo on the subject of the taking of Troy.
The whole process of research is very fascinating and always
full of surprises.
What were the surprises for you when you read the essays by
other Tiepolo experts in the catalogue?

Giandomenico Tiepolo, from the series Raccolta di teste
(Series of Heads), Catalogo di varie Opere (…), 1774,
etching
The National Library of Finland, Helsinki
Photo: The National Library of Finland

The production of innovative research for the exhibition
was one of the aims of the project and I think that has been
achieved. I would particularly like to pick out the extremely
interesting articles by my Swedish and Finnish colleagues. Above
all there is the research by Ira Westergård about the provenance
and the history of Giandomenico’s cycle devoted to the taking of
Troy. The results of her study are absolutely new and fresh and
I think it will be a surprise for all specialists who study the work
of Tiepolo. I would also particularly mention the article by Kersti
Tainio touching on the study of the origin of an oil sketch for the
large version of The Rape of the Sabine Women. The painting
itself is in the Hermitage and the oil sketch is in the Sinebrychoff
Art Museum. As for the story about how the sketch arrived in
the museum, it has been discussed over many years, including
in my own article on The Rape of the Sabine Women. Now Kersti
has been able to throw more light on to the story, and this is
a very interesting tale of the Bobrinsky family and the history
of the acquisition of the picture. I think her hypothesis that
the painting was acquired in Stockholm by the brother of Olga
Bobrinskaya is very convincing and so now we can be reasonably
certain as to where the sketch came from, and that it also has a
Russian history.
As for the article by the art and cultural historian Rainer
Knapas, I think this also will be a major surprise for those
studying the work of Tiepolo. It is about an absolutely unique
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Giambattista Tiepolo, Study of a Female Head (recto) and Study of a Male Head (verso),
c. 1730–31, white and black chalk on paper, 28.5cm x 21cm
Finnish National Gallery / Sinebrychoff Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

set of prints made after works by Tiepolo and his sons that is now in the National Library of
Finland. They come from the Monrepos estate in Vyborg. The uniqueness of this album is
that it is one of the most rare examples of the first publication of Tiepolo’s prints. It would be
wonderful if, as a result of this exhibition, it were to be published in facsimile.
Can you tell us about the process of ‘discovering’ the Murom Museum’s painting, which
is a highlight of the Helsinki show?
Regarding the Virgin and Child with John the Baptist from the collection of Murom’s
History and Art Museum, there was no surprise at all for Russian scholars because many
of my colleagues knew about the existence of this work and in its time it was the subject
of publications but it seemed to me particularly interesting to show it in the Sinebrychoff
exhibition because it had never been published outside of Russia and foreign scholars were
virtually unaware of it. I also wanted to finally establish the attribution of this work [to
Giambattista instead of Giandomenico Tiepolo] because it seems to me that up until now, it
has not been fully appreciated. And I think this exhibition and the comparison of this painting
with other original works by Giambattista Tiepolo will convince everyone fully that we are
dealing here with a genuine work by Giambattista Tiepolo previously unknown in the West.
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How much time and resources do the curators of the collections at The State Hermitage
Museum have for research? Or is the focus on planning and curating exhibitions? What kind
of collections research are you encouraged to do?
I have always been particularly interested in the history of collecting in Russia and the history of
the paintings in the Hermitage and quite naturally this gives rise to questions about the attribution
of individual paintings, their previous history before they came to the Hermitage. As for how
much time a curator at the Hermitage can devote to research, that depends partly on the curator
themselves. The museum gives curators a special research and library day each week during which
the curator is able to visit libraries and archives or work from home on their research.
When the Finnish National Gallery started this Tiepolo project they were especially keen to
focus on provenance research. How important is provenance research within the Russian
research community?
This theme is superbly illustrated in the article by Ira Westergård in the exhibition catalogue.
In recent decades international museums have been devoting much time to researching
the provenance of works, and Russian museums are no exception. In many ways this is the
result of pressures from the art market, which is where works can appear, such as previously
unknown masterpieces by Leonardo, Titian and Raphael and other great masters. If the history
of the museum paintings is documented, then it becomes impossible to doubt the originality
of the works in the museum collection. At the moment provenance is one of the most relevant
and researched areas for curators working in museums.
International collaboration among academics and museum curators is usually connected
to exhibition projects and forthcoming exhibitions. How do you see the future in terms of
developing collaboration when it comes to research?
Everything is possible now for international collaboration, for example there is an extensive
system of international grants. For instance, The Hermitage-Italy Centre gives grants to
researchers from any country if the subject of their research coincides with the interests of
our centre. A joint project, not necessarily an exhibition, can be the reason for collaborative
research on say the study of a particular collection or an individual, such as Baron Ludwig
Heinrich Nikolay. Here I would like to come back to his Monrepos library, which is now in
Helsinki, and the first publication of the album of prints by Tiepolo. It would be a wonderful
subject for a scholarly project that would bring together Finnish and Italian specialists to
prepare a joint facsimile publication with commentaries.
How do you think the Hermitage and the Finnish National Gallery can develop further their
collaboration in future? Have you any ideas or wishes related to that possibility?
Of course the Hermitage and the FNG could collaborate even more closely in the future if they
wish. Perhaps we could talk not about exhibition projects but scholarly seminars and research
to help us understand our academic interests better and this could become the basis for
future projects. We could have them in turn, for instance in Helsinki and then in our centre at
the Hermitage Vyborg.
Which Venetian painter do you think might be a suitable subject for future collaboration
with Finnish museum curators?
I think it could be Jacopo Bassano because in Finland there is superb work by Bassano and
I think our experience of organising the exhibition of Tiepolo has shown how you can develop
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a wonderfully interesting exhibition even about a single work. Of course, if you bring in the
involvement of leading international museums, and for instance here I am speaking now as a
curator at the Hermitage, we have excellent works by Bassano and we could provide superb
works by both Jacopo and his sons. Of course that would also lead on to the fact that we
should also continue to collaborate with Italy.
The Helsinki exhibition includes a significant tranche of drawings by the Tiepolos from The
State Hermitage Museum, as well as the Sinebrychoff Art Museum’s recent acquisition of a
double-sided drawing by Giambattista Tiepolo. The Hermitage’s drawings demonstrate the
extraordinary versatility of graphic techniques both father and son mastered. Where would
you place this Finnish acquisition in relation to the Hermitage’s drawings?
Any detail that illustrates the process of work by a great master on a monumental work of
art is in itself valuable. And of course it’s even more precious when the finished work has not
survived to the present day. Many monumental works by Tiepolo perished during the First and
Second World Wars, for instance the frescos in the Palazzo Canossa in Verona, in the Palazzo
Archinto in Milan, and those in Oranienbaum, in St Petersburg, such as the ceiling painting
Mars Resting (1759–60). The drawing by Tiepolo recently acquired by the Sinebrychoff Art
Museum is one of those precious records. It relates to the early 1730s and to works on the
frescos in the Palazzo Archinto. In the Hermitage Collection there are no such drawings by
Tiepolo in black chalk on white paper.
What do you think has been achieved in bringing together the Tiepolos’ works from across
Europe for this show?
The very subject of the exhibition is already new and offers a fresh approach to the study
of the Tiepolos and I think the result will be that it will give rise to justified interest among
specialists and will be very surprising to many of them. There is nothing superfluous in this
exhibition. Everything in it forms part of a logical and deliberate tale of the love for and the
collecting of works by members of the Tiepolo family in Northern Europe.
What further research questions does this show prompt, for you and for the international
research community?
Research can never be finished entirely. Any exhibition or catalogue is merely another
milestone, a step on the path as we go on to open new horizons. I think my Finnish colleagues
may continue research into the history of commissions around the series on the taking of Troy.
As for me, my dream is to find traces of the ceilings that Tiepolo created for palaces in Russia.
The interview with Dr Artemieva was conducted by email, with grateful thanks for English translation to Catherine Phillips,
Vladimir Levinson-Lessing Professor of the History of Collecting, European University at St Petersburg

‘Tiepolo – Venice in the North’, Sinebrychoff Art Museum / Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki, until 10 January 2021
Hanna-Leena Paloposki (ed.), Tiepolo – Venice in the North. Milan: Skira editore and Finnish National Gallery / Sinebrychoff
Art Museum, 2020
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Magnus Enckell on the Islands
in the Gulf of Finland
Anne-Maria Pennonen, PhD, Curator, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Also published in Hanne Selkokari (ed.), Magnus Enckell 1870−1925. Ateneum Publications
Vol. 141. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, 2020. Transl. Wif Stenger
Finnish artists began to find visual themes for their works on the islands of the eastern Gulf
of Finland in the 19th century. In particular, Suursaari (known as Hogland in Swedish and
Gogland in Russian) attracted many artists and became a popular place to visit and paint each
summer. The island was also referred to as Paratiisisaari (‘Paradise Island’) and ‘the pearl of
the Gulf of Finland’.
Magnus Enckell visited Suursaari nearly every summer between 1901 and 1912. In his
day, the island had not yet become the tourist destination it would be in the 1920s. Many
artists depicted the island, which is now part of Russia, until the war years of the 1940s. It was
handed over to the Soviet Union as part of the Moscow Armistice of 1944.1 Besides Suursaari,
Enckell also visited another island that now belongs to Russia, Pitkäpaasi, as well as Kuorsalo,
which is closer to the mainland and part of the Finnish city of Hamina. During his summers on
these islands, Enckell created many works portraying the sea, as well as life on the islands and
their inhabitants.
Enckell was attracted to maritime life and sailing, in particular from the early 20th
century onwards, enjoying the fresh air during long boating jaunts with friends. In this
period, health officials were propagating new information about the role of the sun and light,
particularly in combatting infectious diseases. Artists too were interested in the fashionable
trends of the day, such as naturism and neovitalism. According to naturist ideals, natural
nudity without restrictive clothing or shoes, as well as sunbathing and swimming, helped the
body to free itself from the shackles of civilisation. Neovitalist thought, on the other hand,
saw the individual as part of a life force that governs nature. It aimed to improve a person’s
wellbeing through physical culture, while at the same time warding off the ills brought on by
modern urban life.2 These new movements were entwined with the popularity of Suursaari,
where the rocky shore hid sheltered inlets with sandy beaches, which later became dotted

1
2

Leena Räty. Paratiisisaari. Menetetty Suursaari taiteilijoiden kuvaamana. Lappeenranta: EteläKarjalan taidemuseo, 2002, 5.
Riitta Ojanperä. ‘Vitality’, in Timo Huusko (ed.), Surface and Depth. Early Modernism in Finland
1890−1920. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, 2001, (94–112) 96–97; Riitta
Ojanperä. ‘Keho, vauhti ja voima’, in Pinx. Maalaustaide Suomessa. Maalta kaupunkiin. Porvoo:
Weilin & Göös, 2002, (252–55) 254–55; Riitta Ojanperä. Taidekriitikko Einari J. Vehmas ja moderni
taide. Helsinki: Valtion taidemuseo / Kuvataiteen keskusarkisto, 2010, 233−36. See also Marja
Lahelma. ‘Colour Revolution, Vitalism and the Ambivalence of Modern Arcadia’, in Hanne Selkokari
(ed.), Magnus Enckell 1870−1925. Ateneum Publications Vol. 141. Helsinki: Finnish National
Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, 2020, 143–55; also published in FNG Research 6/2020.
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Magnus Enckell,
Girl Straightening Her Hair,
1902, tempera on canvas,
69cm x 50.5cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

with colourful changing huts and where
the island’s summer residents swam
and basked in the sun.3
In the summer of 1901, Enckell
embarked on his first sailing trip with
Wentzel Hagelstam. The two friends
headed from Hamina via Helsinki to
Hanko, stopping off at Rilax to see
Hagelstam’s sister, then Lövholmen
near the Porkkala peninsula to visit
the author Juhani Aho. That same year
Enckell also spent his first summer on
Suursaari. According to the Enckell
biographer Jaakko Puokka, he first
visited Suursaari in 1885, serving as
an illustrator on a Finnish Antiquarian
Society expedition.4 In the summer of
1902, Enckell continued his nautical
expeditions, this time sailing with Hugo
Simberg from Pyhtää to Fagerö and
on to Jurmo and then Porkkala, where
he stayed for a while in a fisherman’s
hut. During this voyage, Enckell painted
a number of archipelago landscapes
in watercolour, as well as works such
as Girl Straightening Her Hair5 and Woman on a Cliff.6 His summer in Porkkala was also
significant, as it was here that he met and had an affair with Anna Emilia Holmlund. The
following year she gave birth to their son Jorgen. Enckell’s eldest sister Aina Allén and her
husband adopted the child six years later. During that summer in Porkkala, Enckell painted
many portraits of Anna, who shared the hut with him.7 He depicted the shelter in the painting
Artist’s Abode in Porkkala (1902), with Anna sitting in the doorway.

Rough pearl of the Gulf of Finland
Suursaari is located close to the middle of the Gulf of Finland, and while its name means
‘Great Island’ it is not in fact particularly large. The island is surrounded by open but shoaly
sea. Suursaari’s nature is majestic and in places resembles wilderness, which led to it being
compared to Koli in eastern Finland, another area of natural beauty that attracted artists. The
inland areas of Suursaari feature small lakes and lush forest meadows, which stand in contrast
to the island’s dramatic geological features such as giant’s kettles, glacial erratic boulders,
blockfields and cliffs. The island is also criss-crossed with longitudinal and transverse cracks
in its bedrock. Suursaari’s silhouette juts out of the sea with three conspicuous hilltops:
Lounatkorkia, Haukkavuori and Pohjoiskorkia. The rugged, varied shapes of the island’s
surface attracted geologists and other naturalists in the 19th century. In 1896, the geologist
3
4

5
6
7

See J. W. Mattila and Jorma Mattila. Suursaari. Helsinki: WSOY, 1941.
Jaakko Puokka. Magnus Enckell: Ihminen ja taiteilija. Helsinki: Suomalainen tiedeakatemia & Otava,
1949, 32; Marjatta Räsänen. Magnus Enckellin yhteydet kotiseutuun Haminaan. Hamina: EteläKarjalan taidemuseo – Kaakkois-Suomen aluetaidemuseo, 1999, 21. See Enckell’s biography, Hanne
Selkokari. ‘Chronology and Key Exhibitions’, in Hanne Selkokari (ed.), Magnus Enckell 1870−1925.
Ateneum Publications Vol. 141. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, 2020,
217–26.
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum collection A II 1027.
Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 118–19, 120–21.
Räsänen, Magnus Enckellin yhteydet kotiseutuun Haminaan, 39.
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Wilhelm Ramsay and his brother, state counselor August Ramsay, organised a research
expedition to the island.8
The Finnish Tourist Association was established in 1887 and the following year
published its first guidebook. It recommended travel routes, including one running from
Kotka to Suursaari. An updated guidebook from 1890 described the island in more detail,
including its nature, surface formations and sights.9 Well before this, in 1882, the linguist
Volmari Porkka, a native of the island, published an article entitled ‘Kuvaelmia Suursaarelta’
(‘Scenes of Suursaari’).10 Around the turn of the century, Suursaari had 800–900 permanent
residents, clustered on its eastern shore in two villages – Suurkylä and Kiiskinkylä. The
islanders made their living from the sea, primarily by fishing. This was complemented by
shipbuilding, seafaring, piloting and lighthouse operations. In winter, they also hunted seals,
and sold cobblestones hewn from the island’s stony ground.11
Artists discovered Suursaari in the early 19th century as interest in the natural sciences
began to blossom. One of the first artists to visit was August Matthias Hagen (1794–1878),
the director of the drawing department at the University of Tartu, who was born in Lithuania.
He was particularly interested in the island’s majestic rocky outcrops and mountainous
vistas, which he drew and painted in 1835–36. Although Hagen was primarily a graphic artist,
his oeuvre includes pen-and-ink wash drawings and paintings showing Suursaari’s craggy
landscapes.12 One of the first Finnish artists to visit was Victoria Åberg (1824–92), who painted
sketches of the island’s rocks and seascapes in July and August, 1868.13 She was followed by
Thorsten Waenerberg (1846–1917), who visited almost every year, beginning in the early
1870s, painting its hilly landscapes over the course of three decades. A significant proportion
of Waenerberg’s output consists of works that present the island’s hills and their forested
slopes with an almost topographical precision.

Enckell’s Suursaari
A number of Enckell’s works are set on Suursaari. In some, he focused on the island’s stony
shores and the surrounding sea. Seaside Landscape from Suursaari Island (1905) shows an
expanse of red granite, worn smooth by the sea, filling nearly the entire foreground of the
painting. Looking at this work, one can imagine standing on the stony shore, looking out
over the blue-grey sea to the distant horizon, above which looms a reddish sky with cumulus
clouds. Enckell’s work also includes a highly simplified colour graphic print, which conveys
the same spirit, dating from 1907.14 Three years earlier, Enckell had portrayed the island’s
shore and buildings in From the Shore of Suursaari Island (1904), in which his interest in NeoImpressionism can already be clearly seen. In this work, Enckell studied the warm afternoon
sunlight, as well as the interplay of shadows and colours on the ground and walls. In Boats on
Suursaari (1907), Enckell used a cool colour palette to show an entirely different kind of rocky
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Magnus Enckell, Seaside View, 1907,
soft-ground etching on paper,
25cm x 32.4cm
August and Lydia Keirkner Fine Arts
Collection, Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

Magnus Enckell, Seaside
Landscape from Suursaari
Island, 1905, oil on canvas,
51cm x 69cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

island shore, complete with boats
and boys playing in one of them.
The painting depicts either Suurkylä
or Kiiskenkylä, with grey boat-sheds
along the water.
Regarding Enckell’s work
from the early 1900s, attention
has primarily been focused on the
dramatic change in his colour world.
The most frequently mentioned
examples are two rainbow-coloured
paintings from his Suursaari years of
1907–11: Suursaari Shore (1910) and
Boys on the Beach (1910), in which
he again portrayed the island’s rocky
coast in Neo-Impressionist-styled
light and complementary colours.
Bright sunlight, open sea in
the background, the sky high above
and stones of various shapes along
the strip of coastline offered inspiring
subject matter for both Enckell and
Verner Thomé (1878–1953), who
also painted the same subjects.
In the rainbow-hued sketch From
Suursaari (1910), Enckell also
portrayed the island’s curly pines
leaning over the water, with warm
yellow sunlight sparkling on the sea’s
surface in the foreground.
According to Puokka, Enckell’s third trip to Italy in 1905 had a significant impact on his
conception of colour. On that visit, the artist spent time around Naples and painted on Capri.
He also visited Pompeii, where he was fascinated by the murals, whose colours were at that
time still vivid. Based on the watercolours that Enckell painted in Italy, Puokka concludes that
the shift toward colourism in his work occurred at that time.15
However, Enckell’s shift from Symbolist asceticism to his colour painting period can
already be seen in his 1902 painting Boy and Sail. In this work, Enckell particularly studied the
depiction of water, in the middle of which he placed a small sailboat, which the young boy
guides by pushing it with an oar. Its yellowish sail flaps in the wind and is partly illuminated by
the afternoon sun. In the upper part of the work, the artist shows part of a dark dock with a
barrel, and pale and dark rocks on the shore. Above them is a yellow strip of land, bright in the
sunlight. Most of the canvas, though, is devoted to the glinting light blue water, which forms
an effective complementary colour pair with the flapping sail and the land above. The viewer’s
attention is also drawn to the boy’s glowing violet shirt, its hue recurring in the interior of the
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Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 132, 135–136.
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Magnus Enckell, Boy and Sail, 1902,
oil on canvas, 90cm x 80.5cm
August and Lydia Keirkner Fine Arts
Collection, Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

Magnus Enckell,
From Suursaari Island, 1902,
gouache and pencil on
paper, 46.8cm x 66.4cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

boat. Dating from the same year as Boy and Sail is another work in the Ateneum Art Museum
collection, From Suursaari Island (1902), where we can see Enckell studying the depiction
of light and shadow. Soft light falling from the right emphasises the reddish rocks in the
foreground and casts a pale glimmer on the waves undulating in the background and washing
onto the shore. Between the rocks and the greyish building in the upper right corner, the
artist has drawn a brighter greenish line, repeating the same colour atop the bluish grey in the
background, suggesting a copse.
While on Suursaari, Enckell did not, however, necessarily concentrate only on painting,
but may have also spent time discussing art-related issues with artist friends who were also
there at the time.16 Besides Thomé, Enckell’s circle of artistic friends who spent summers on
the island included Alfred William Finch and Werner Åström. Others who visited included the
16
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Magnus Enckell, Girls on the Shore, 1910, watercolour on paper, 30cm x 47cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

architect Sigurd Frosterus and the Ateneum curator Torsten Stjernschantz. Especially during
the summers of 1910−11, Enckell and Thomé both painted vibrant works featuring bright
complementary colours and they discussed colour art with Finch and Frosterus.17 After 1912,
Enckell no longer apparently painted on Suursaari, instead spending summers on Kuorsalo,
closer to the mainland.

Kuorsalo’s idyllic fishing village
When Enckell was a child, his father, Carl Wilhelm Enckell, who was a vicar, bought a summer
place, the Koivuniemi estate, for the family in the village of Pyhältö in Vehkalahti (now
Hamina), but the family had to give it up when his father died in 1883. After his death,
Enckell’s younger sister Helmi became a grammar school teacher and was able to acquire
a new summer place on Kuorsalo. The island belongs to the city of Hamina, which lies
17km away. In Enckell’s day there was still an old fishing village on the island, as well as a
pilot station. Kuorsalo was lush, compared to Suursaari. Besides fishing, its residents were
agricultural and cattle farmers. Enckell’s family had previously spent summers on Kuorsalo,
and Helmi had fallen in love with the place. In 1900, she bought a plot on the Nätouri
peninsula on the eastern shore of the island. Helmi began to build a villa there, staying in
a barn on the property before the house was completed. The main building was finished
eight years later and named Villa Mäntylä. It was a yellow two-storey wooden house, which
apparently had a porch that was later converted into a glassed-in veranda. The building stood
on a rocky point surrounded by pine trees.18
Enckell visited Kuorsalo as a child and made his first works there in the late 1890s, but
he did not actually begin to spend his summers there with his sister until the 1910s, when Villa
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Magnus Enckell’s letters to his mother, 25 March and 29 July 1910. Magnus Enckell Collection,
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Magnus Enckell, Lempi (from
Kuorsalo), 1914,
oil on canvas, 62cm x 42cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Aaltonen

Mäntylä was completed. The locals began to refer to the peninsula as ‘Enckell’s point’.19 As on
Suursaari, Enckell was often accompanied by artist friends, most frequently Verner Thomé.
Enckell also designed and built his own studio on Kuorsalo, buying a plot for it in 1919. Since
he was fascinated by ancient mythology, he named it Colchis, after the Argonauts’ destination
on the Black Sea coast.20
During his Kuorsalo summers, Enckell painted many landscapes, as well as some
portraits. Works that date back to this period include the landscapes Villa Porch on Kuorsalo
Island and Villa in the Forest (both 1918), which show how the artist’s colour world and brush
technique changed. Villa Porch on Kuorsalo Island shows a yard and a yellowish building with
a porch on the right. A female figure stands, bent over, on the porch. Opening up to the left
of the porch is a view of a forest with tall dark spruces and bright green deciduous trees. The
building is Villa Mäntylä and the woman is Helmi. The other work from the same year shows
a forest of various shades of green, in which one can distinguish reddish pine trunks topped
by twisted branches with dark green needles. Dimly visible beyond the trees is once again a
yellowish building, its wall lit by the reddish light of the setting sun. Besides these paintings
of the villa, Enckell completed many watercolour landscapes on the island’s sandy beach at
Seiväsperinpohja, where he was often seen standing before his easel.21
Besides landscapes, Enckell painted pictures of the island’s children. These included
Meeri and Lempi, daughters of a neighbouring family named Lommi. In 1914 Enckell painted
a portrait of the blonde Lempi (Lempi, from Kuorsalo), using complementary colours. In the
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picture, Lempi leans on a porch railing, possibly at Villa Mäntylä. She was described as lively,
but slightly hot-headed and boyish. Enckell is said to have seen her as defiant, with a healthy
primeval force.22 The painting however gives a calm, trusting impression of her.
Enckell is generally seen as an artist who travelled abroad frequently and enjoyed the
international atmosphere. It is, however, quite clear that, from time to time, he felt the need
to withdraw and therefore sought out peaceful, idyllic places in Finland beyond Helsinki.23 For
this reason he visited his mother in Hamina and spent many summers on Suursaari and later
with his sister Helmi on Kuorsalo. These were places where he could spend leisurely days,
relaxing with friends and relatives, as well as painting.
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Enckell’s letter to his mother, 23 July 1909, in ‘Magnus Enckell, Kirjeitä äidille’ [edited by Jaakko
Puokka, translation into Finnish by Lauri Hirvensalo], in E.J. Vehmas and Y.A. Jäntti (eds.), Suomen
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Colour Revolution, Vitalism
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Vol. 141. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, 2020. Transl. Don McCracken
At the end of the first decade of the 20th century, Magnus Enckell, whose works were
formerly known for their sparse content and reduced colour, began to make paintings using
a free brush technique and a bright palette. This new direction is represented by Boys on the
Beach, a landscape he painted in Suursaari in 1910, which glows in shades of pink, purple,
blue and yellow. The sea is calm, but the curve of the shoreline, the tense position of the boy
in the foreground and the strong brushstrokes infuse the work with a rhythm and a sense of
movement. The sparkling light of the sun is reflected through the tops of the trees, from the
stones on the shore and the boys’ bare skin. The work can be said to be vitalist in terms of
both its subject matter and its execution.
The vitalist movement, which advocated a natural, healthy and liberated lifestyle,
emerged at the turn of the 20th century in opposition to the decadence of modern life and
its destructive impact on physical and spiritual wellbeing. Although the development of
technology and science, and the industrialisation and urbanisation that went hand in hand
with that, ushered in greater prosperity, it was felt that modern life had at the same time
alienated people from nature. The prevailing mechanistic world view and profit-based culture
created a deep division between the body and spirit, and between people and their natural
environment. Vitalism manifested in the content and ideas of the art world through, for
instance, depictions of outdoor life, sunlight, water and the naked – especially the male –
human body. Vitalist-themed works often employed a style and composition that emphasised
an impression of dynamism and also expressed the deeper philosophical foundation
of vitalism.1
In the Nordic countries, for example, works by Edvard Munch from Norway,
J. F. Willumsen from Denmark and Eugène Jansson from Sweden featured vitalist outdoor
themes, naked men or children, and the dynamic interplay of colour and light. Enckell’s
Boys on the Beach is reminiscent of Willumsen’s work from the same year, Sun and Youth
(1910, Gothenburg Art Museum), which shows children romping at the beach. These paintings
by Enckell and Willumsen are linked not only by their beach-life theme, but also by their
vibrant colour world and a Neo-Impressionist technique. The works both depict bathing boys
and feature key vitalist elements such as nudity, the sun and water. Images of childhood
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and adolescence are essential vitalist motifs in themselves, as children were thought to be
closer to nature: their natural bodies expressed a wholesome life force in an ideal way. The
light of the sun served as a symbol of vital energy at a time when research within the natural
sciences explored its healing effect and scientists advocated light and air baths to treat and
combat many diseases, especially tuberculosis.2 The human body bathed in the light of the
sun is thus at once a spiritual and physical symbol that reflects vitalism in both a practical and
a philosophical sense.
The direction that Enckell’s art took in the early 20th century has scarcely been
addressed in a vitalist context, and vitalism has generally not received the attention it
deserves in Finnish art-historical literature.3 In Enckell’s case, the focus has been on his colour
revolution, which has been understood to have been inspired by the influence of new French
art. Enckell was a key figure in organising an exhibition of Finnish art at the Paris Autumn
Salon in 1908, and the initial negative critiques that reached Finland were naturally a bitter
disappointment when expectations had been so high. Although there were also positive
reviews in the French press, the overall consensus was that Finnish art lagged behind the
latest French trends. Enckell began to strive for a colourful Neo-Impressionist expression, and
became a pioneer of this new direction in Finland.4
A circle of artists called the Septem Group gathered around Enckell, and exhibitions of
their colour paintings brought an awareness to a larger audience, but new types of outdoor
and corporeal themes which linked these artists with vitalism also emerged in tandem with
their bright palette and free brush technique. Vitalist associations are clear in the work of
one of Septem’s key artists, Yrjö Ollila (1887–1932), for example, and the athletic naked male
body portrayed in his painting The Shot-Putter (1911) refers to ancient sculptures and the
modern sports culture in a way that was typical of vitalist art.5 Enckell also made sketches on
the shot-putting theme in the early 20th century, and his drawings and sketches, as well as the
finished paintings, all feature an abundance of naked men. The naked male body in his work is
often shrouded in themes and mythologies from ancient times. In these works, vitalism seems
to be intertwined in an intriguing way with its conceptual counterpart, decadence. It is this
ambivalence that makes the concept of vitalism a particularly fruitful perspective from which
to examine Enckell’s art.

The vitalist philosophy of life
Vitalism not only described a healthy lifestyle – when applied to art and philosophy, it also
assumed deeper meanings. In the philosophical sense, at the heart of vitalism is the notion
of some kind of ultimate, all-pervading life force that a scientific, mechanistic world view
could not explain. Philosophical vitalism is not to be equated with physical vitalism, which
emphasises bodily culture, but both share a common history and overlap. The idea of a life
force in vitalism that unites spirit and matter was not new: the concept had already been
mooted in both poetry and philosophy during the Romantic period and, later in the 19th
century, the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche saw life as an uncontrolled stream of
animal pursuits and desires. In The Birth of Tragedy (Die Geburt der Tragödie, 1872), Nietzsche
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Magnus Enckell, Two Men, undated, watercolour and
pencil on paper, 39.7cm x 32.7cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

called this uncontrollable quality of life ‘Dionysian’,
and set it in opposition to ‘Apollonian’ harmony,
which he said was alien to human life as we
know it. In the culture of vitalism, the Dionysian
libido is intertwined with an idealism adopted
from the ancient world. At the same time, the
Nietzschean Übermensch provided a model for
modern masculinity that exuded health, power,
and beauty.6
The fashionable Symbolist style of art
that Enckell followed in Paris in his youth sought
connections between matter and spirit, or the
visible and invisible world, and emphasised
intuition over rational reason as a means of gaining
knowledge. According to this way of thinking,
which was popular at the time, different kinds of
invisible energies, vibrations and currents gained
currency in scientific, artistic and esoteric fields.
The French philosopher Henri Bergson, who later
became known as vitalism’s central thinker, had
already gained cult status within Symbolist art
circles at the end of the 19th century.7 Bergson’s
international breakthrough came with his book Creative Evolution, which was published
in 1907, and this turned him into a leading figure within an ideology that was critical of
materialism, rationality, and positivist science. If his name was not known before then in
Finland, it certainly was from that time on and his works were widely read, especially among
Swedish-speaking cultural circles.8
According to Bergson, the life force, or ‘élan vital’, signifies the constant process of
growth and change in which we, as living beings, are involved.9 Bergson considered art to
be part of this vital order which, unlike a geometric order based on reason and spatiality,
was intrinsically intuitive, creative, and individual.10 According to this perception, art was
completely alive, process-based and constantly re-creating itself. For Bergson, both art and
philosophy relied on intuition, and this made it possible to detach oneself from the pragmatic,
goal-oriented structures produced by reason. The artist’s task was to translate the rhythms
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and harmonies that are the subject of intuitive consciousness into visual forms that reflect
the inner life of their subject. Intuition allowed the artist to merge with their subject, creating
a special mutual tension between them, and thus between the viewer and the work.11
Enckell’s work during the 1910s placed the independent dynamics of colour and form
in a more central role. Despite this clear stylistic transformation, however, it is possible to
conceive of a continuum extending from the Symbolist art of the late 19th century towards
a new, colourful expression. It is noteworthy that Enckell had already been quoted in the
1890s as saying that, in his view, there were no colours in nature at all, so the reduced palette
he used in his early, ascetic works was also the result of a conscious aesthetic-philosophical
reflection. Symbolist art reflected the broader scientific debate at the time about optics and
the importance of visual perception. The key question was how the subjective experience
could be rendered in visual form. At the same time, Enckell was interested in the esoteric
trends that characterised the art of the period, and he became convinced of the common
mission of art and religion to reveal the truth that lay beyond the visible world.12 The idea
of colour as an independent aesthetic element, as well as its interwoven connection with
philosophical questions regarding the nature of the universe, thus runs like a thread through
Enckell’s different phases and styles.
Even without knowing how deeply Enckell had become acquainted with Bergson’s
philosophy, it is still possible to locate the intersections between Enckell’s art and vitalist
aesthetics based on Bergsonian thinking. Many of the artists of the time embraced Bergson’s
ideas and creatively applied them in their art. For example, Henri Matisse, the central figure
in colourist French modernism, found in Bergson a philosophical basis for his aesthetic
innovations.13 Matisse’s images of modern Arcadia, which sparkle with rhythms of light and
colour, were the initial impetus for a trend called Fauvism. The group of artists nicknamed
les fauves (the wild beasts) caused a scandal in Paris in 1905 with their brightly coloured
expressive art, and a couple of years later, when Enckell brought the exhibition of Finnish art
to Paris, he felt that the minimalist, ascetic art that still prevailed in his home country had
been mercilessly left behind by these latest trends.
With regard to Enckell’s art, there are two essential connections to Bergsonian thinking
which provide a philosophical basis for his change of palette and style. Bergson’s thoughts
are connected to a broader vitalist context, and through this context Enckell’s subject matter
gains new significance. This is one aspect of Enckell’s vitalism, and the other is more closely
related to philosophical issues, aesthetic theory and artistic practice, manifested in bright
colours and disintegrating form. According to Bergson, colour is not a property of an object,
but rather acts as a perceptible mediator between matter and our own consciousness.14 As
Enckell’s art becomes more colourful, it also breaks loose from the portrayal of solid form and
three-dimensional geometric spatiality.

Naked men of antiquity
In terms of the subject, the depiction of the naked male body and ancient mythologies run as
a continuum from Enckell’s early production to his colour painting in the 1910s. However, the
fantasy subjects favoured by Symbolism, along with their associated androgynous characters,
change in his later work to become images of vitalist male bodies, and the content borrowed
from antiquity is barely even recognisable. Vitalist art looked to ancient times for a way of
representing the human body as the well-proportioned, athletic male body that had also been
central to that era. Mythological figures and vitalist features in ancient art were combined
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Arts Foundation, Mänttä
Photo: Vesa Aaltonen
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to portray the modern athletic body in a way
that emphasised the sensuality of nudity. This
glorification of corporeality was connected to the
idea of the revitalising power of a natural way of
life that would benefit both the individual and
society.15
Outdoor life and the cult of health
gave nudity new, different meanings. Sporting
and beach-life themes made nudity more
commonplace and made it visible in a way that
had not been experienced since ancient times.
The Western fine art tradition had predominantly
favoured the female nude as an aesthetic ideal
that had manifested various symbolic meanings.
The vitalist body, on the other hand, belonged
primarily to men. Questions of corporeality,
sensuality, and sexuality that were inevitably
associated with the representation of the
naked body thus had to be viewed from a
new perspective. Vibrant, athletic masculinity
served as a symbol of healthy humanity and a
strong nation. However, the trial of the writer
Oscar Wilde, for example, brought an increased
awareness of homosexuality in the late 19th
century, and this cast depictions of the naked
male body in a suspicious light, and even branded
them as pornographic.16 Homosexual associations
in portrayals of nudity that referred to antiquity,
which were abundant not only in art but also
in other visual cultures, began to become
increasingly apparent.
Enckell’s works, which combined ancient
myths with the male naked body, thus fit into
a vitalist framework in an interesting and
ambivalent way. References to antiquity make the homoerotic body safer to look at, but
associations with homosexuality do not disappear; they merely change form. The influence
of ancient myths is indicated, for example, in the painting Man and Swan (1918), at least if
it is interpreted as a variation of the classical myth of Leda and the Swan. Such a mythical
reference marks the work as fundamentally sexual.17 This violent, erotic tale, which sees the
Greek god Zeus transform himself into a swan to seduce the young maiden Leda, has been
popular with artists through the ages and has been depicted countless times. However,
Enckell’s version deviates significantly from the traditional myth by replacing Leda with an
athletic young man who is standing up to his thighs in water. The swan’s wings are spread
and the man is gripping the bird’s neck tightly in a remarkably phallic gesture. The light falling
on the foreground of the image strikes the man’s back, emphasising the contours of his taut
muscles.
Man and Swan has been interpreted as representing the artist’s struggle with his
subject, but it could equally be viewed as a depiction of the vitalist struggle for existence.
15
16
17

Hvidberg-Hansen and Oelsner, ‘The Triumph of Life’, 11–15.
Lill-Ann Körber. ‘Sexuality, Aesthetics and the Vital Male Body’, in Gertrud Hvidberg-Hansen and
Gertrud Oelsner (eds.), The Spirit of Vitalism: Health, Beauty and Strength in Danish Art,
1890–1940. Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum, 2011, (218–30) 219.
Juha-Heikki Tihinen. Halun häilyvät rajat: Magnus Enckellin teosten maskuliinisuuksien ja
feminiinisyyksien representaatioista ja itsen luomisesta. Taidehistoriallisia tutkimuksia 37. Helsinki:
Taidehistorian seura, 2008, 42.
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The combination of beauty and strength, spirituality and carnality, embodies a sense of being
alive that also carries a powerful erotic charge. Pondering the mythological swan, it could be
seen as a symbol of virile ‘masculine sexuality’, yet defining a work as homoerotic remains
largely in the eye of the beholder. When Enckell exhibited the work for the first time, one
critic admired the ‘masculine freshness’ of the colours and the ‘bold masculine joie de vivre’
that is expressed in the work. On the other hand, Sigurd Frosterus, a theorist who was known
as an advocate of colour painting, sensed a spiritual disconnect in the struggle between the
man and the swan. At the same time, however, he also recognised an impression of vitalist
movement in the form and colour language of the work, in which geometric spatiality expands
into a modern dynamic space.18

The ambivalence of
modern Arcadia

Magnus Enckell, Awakening
Faun, 1914, oil on canvas,
65.5cm x 81cm
Hoving Collection, Finnish
National Gallery / Ateneum
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

While it is easy to connect Enckell’s works with
vitalism and its associated cult of masculinity,
they also contain clear contradictions. For
example, the statuesque athletic male nude
bodies of Munch’s Bathing Men (1907–08)
can evoke homoerotic connotations in the
contemporary viewer, but this kind of association
would hardly have arisen at that time, or at least
not in the same way, although the undisguised
nudity of men might have been perceived as
shocking. The men portrayed by Munch were
however free to represent a healthy outdoor life
and masculinity.19 Enckell’s works, on the other
hand, were subject to suspicion from the start.
It is hard to say how much their reception was
informed by an awareness of Enckell’s sexual
orientation, but many contemporary critics
thought that the rich colour scheme that Enckell favoured and his broad brush technique
lacked a certain poise and contained something suspiciously feminine.20 Perhaps this is why
the connections between Enckell’s colour-era works and vitalism has not been immediately
clear, but vitalism and homosexuality are not mutually exclusive, and Enckell was by no means
the only artist from that period whose works are perceived to combine the masculine cult of
the body with homoeroticism. Eugène Jansson’s spa themes are an obvious example of how
a vitalist context could provide space for homoerotically charged imagery. In these works,
muscular men are objects not only for the viewer, but also for the figures within the narrative
of the painting.21
Homosexual associations reference illness, crime, and degeneration alongside health
and vitality. The concept of decadence often served as a euphemism for homosexuality.22
18
19

20
21
22

Harri Kalha. Tapaus Magnus Enckell. Historiallisia tutkimuksia 227. Helsinki: Suomalaisen
Kirjallisuuden Seura, 2005, 87, 158–60.
See Berman, ‘Mens sana in corpore sano: Munch’s vitale kropper’; Lill-Ann Körber. ‘Sunnhet versus
homoerotikk? Badende menn, nakenhet og den mannlige akt rundt 1905’, in Ingebjørg Ydstie (ed.),
Livskraft. Vitalismen som kunstnerisk impuls 1900–1930. Oslo: Labyrinth Press, 2006, (79–93)
80–83.
Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 74–79
Körber, ‘Sexuality, Aesthetics and the Vital Male Body’, 220–22.
Per Esben Svelstad. ‘Homosexuality as Decadence in Norwegian Modernism: The Tenebrous Sides
of Vitality in Åsmund Sveen’s Andletet’, in Guri Ellen Barstad and Karen Patrick Knutsen (eds.),
States of Decadence: On the Aesthetics of Beauty, Decline and Transgression across Time and
Space, vol 1. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2016, (45–60) 46.
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Vitalist ideas arose from an opposition to decadence, but it is difficult to separate these
seemingly oppositional phenomena completely. They are like the two different sides of a
coin. Vitalism was accompanied by a nostalgic idea of an erstwhile Golden Age paradise that
had been inherited from the Romantic period, when humans lived in harmony with their
surrounding nature. At the same time, there was an optimistic dream of a utopian future,
where health, happiness and harmony would flourish again. Decadence also includes a
utopian idea of a future in which decay is not inevitable, but rather leads people once again to
find a path to a healthy and natural existence. Decay is therefore accompanied by the promise
of a new beginning.23
In literature and the visual arts, decadent turn-of-the-century symbolism served as a
fertile breeding ground for a vitalist sense of life. It was the melancholy introversion, sensitive
hyper-aesthetics and the general mood of decay inherent in the experience of decadence
that set vitalism in motion.24 In contrast to vitalist integrity, decadence meant disintegration
and the dangerous dissolution of boundaries. On the other hand, as we have seen above,
philosophical and artistic vitalism was also associated with the disappearance of boundaries
with regard to the fusion of spirit and matter and the collapse of solid forms into rhythmic
vibrations. Vitalism can thus be seen as an attempt to avoid an accusation of decadence,
also at the level of style and aesthetics. Through a vitalist philosophy, breaking down form
and using colour that was labelled feminine was connected to a healthy sense of life, rather
than decay.
Awakening Faun (1914) is a work in which almost the only reference to antiquity
is the title. While the naked male body follows classical proportions, its languid sensuality
hints at decadence. The use of intense colours and broad brushstrokes creates an energetic
tension, which can be interpreted as a reference to the life-giving power of nature. The almost
abstract setting may be paradisiacal, but it is not static. The figure, who could just as well be
a contemporary young man as the mythical creature indicated by the title, reminds us that
the paradisiacal state is also possible here and now. The Golden Age of antiquity – a favourite
subject for the Symbolists and one that Enckell too had explored in his work – received a host
of new interpretations through the lens of vitalism, which blurred the boundary between the
lost paradise of the past and a happy, vitalist utopia of the future.
Enckell’s Boys on the Beach, which was mentioned at the beginning of this article, is in
many ways a pure-blooded vitalist work that contains almost no ambivalence. The paradise
it embodies is entirely immanent. The associations created through mythological references
to the ancient world and the Golden Age also make works like Awakening Faun a kind of
representation of modern Arcadia. But Eve has now left this paradise for good.

23

24

Henrik Wivel. ‘Decadent Barbarism’, in Gertrud Hvidberg-Hansen and Gertrud Oelsner (eds.),
The Spirit of Vitalism: Health, Beauty and Strength in Danish Art, 1890−1940. Copenhagen:
Museum Tusculanum, 2011, 134 –57; Körber, ‘Sexuality, Aesthetics and the Vital Male Body’,
218–30.
Wivel, ‘Decadent Barbarism’, 135–37.
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Society speaks verbosely of its own silence, takes great pains to relate in detail the things
it does not say, denounces the powers it exercises…
– Michel Foucault
‘What on earth? Are we really at an exhibition of the artist Magnus Enckell?’, exclaimed
Kasimir Leino, critic for Uusi Suometar, in May 1909. For a few years now, the painter
had delved into colour, and reactions were ambiguous. One of the main works exhibited
was a portrait of veteran artist Albert Edelfelt. ‘Its mottled background disturbs us’, the
critic pondered, ‘why splash greens and reds onto Edelfelt’s familiarly somber features,
and add violet, even green onto his greying hair? We consider such folly a trivial nod to
recent fashions […].’1
Some four years later ‘R-o.’ of Pohjalainen berated the ‘excessive refinement and
delectation which risks becoming rather sugary. Thus a work like Parisian variety show is
downright sickly sweet [äitelä in Finnish].’2 The colourful depiction might well be seen as
capturing the essence of modernity in all its fleeting fancy, yet the verdict was grim.
The reception of Enckell’s colour paintings seems particularly harsh when expressed by
the era’s most respected connoisseurs. Edvard Richter of Helsingin Sanomat praised, in a 1917
article, Enckell’s earlier oeuvre as ‘peerless products of linear strength and plastic feeling’,
but he continued: ‘What is there to say about Enckell’s paintings in this new exhibition? In all
honesty, they are good. However – they are good because Mrs. H’s portrait is finely drafted
and the portrait of Mrs. C with son is masterfully composed. Were I to say anything more, it
would not be in earnest.’3
Even so, Richter could not refrain from adding: ‘Their colours don’t delight my eyes,
they express nothing but a rather excessively bright red, an immoderate working of colours,
which have lost their sense of freshness.’

1
2
3

Kasimir Leino. ‘Magnus Enckellin näyttely’, Uusi Suometar, No. 120, 29 May 1909.
R-o. ‘Ryhmänäyttely Ateneumissa’, Pohjalainen, 14 April 1913.
Edvard Richter [E. R-r.]. ‘Septemin näyttely’, Helsingin Sanomat, 11 February 1917.
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Magnus Enckell, The Variety Theatre in Paris, 1912,
oil on canvas, 100.5cm x 66.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

Men of colour
You are no longer of the ancients, there quivers in you the soft
bliss of degeneration. But how lovely you are.
– Elsa Soini, Uni (‘Dream’, 1930)
Colour seems to have been particularly unfathomable
when linked with representations of the male body. The
critic for Björneborgstidningen deemed Enckell’s works a
disappointment; he described Awakening Faun (1914) as
‘an undeniably faultless study of body form’4 – that is all
he had to say about this highly sensual work. The critic for
Åbo Underrättelser reproached the ‘strong tendency toward
a mannerism that strikes one as sugary sweet’.5 Richter
detected ‘a smell of perfume’; Awakening Faun was for him
‘sickly sweet’, while the skin tone of The Dying Adonis (1915)
suggested a ‘pathological glow’.6
It is symptomatic that the faults of the works
are localised at the senses of taste and smell – and skin
surface. Sickly sweet (äitelä) is an interesting term: while
denoting sappy sweetness, it also connotes a process of
decomposition. Perhaps the real stumbling block was not
colour per se, but its metonymical relation with corporeality, gender and sexuality? In Finland,
these were imbued with a robust ethos of nationalism.
Through depicting the male body as ‘coloured’ – as a delectably sensual, desirable and
passive (vulnerable) object – Enckell placed masculinity in a dubious light. At the same time,
women were at least potentially afforded the dubious role of active gazer. Even worse was
the suggestion of homoeroticism during an era of strict criminalisation and/or pathologising
of desire between men. Indeed, the situation must have been exacerbated by the ambiguous
nature of a ‘cover story’, which – not unlike the patch covering/revealing the loins of the
Awakening Faun – had many critics seeing red.
Although Enckell’s art can hardly be accused of or lauded for its primitivism, there was
in these sensuous male musings something atavistic, yearning for ambivalent alterity, which
would have troubled contemporaries – unlike the classical heritage in whose name the bodies

4

5
6

‘Septem’, Björneborgstidningen, 14 May 1915. An interesting parallel is provided by The Awakening
(1894), which when first presented, was also discussed in a belittling manner as ‘a mere study’.
Harri Kalha. ‘“Siellä on taas poika!” Magnus Enckellin varhaistöiden aikalaisreseptiosta’, in JuhaHeikki Tihinen (ed.), Keskellä marginaalia – Riitta Konttisen juhlakirja. Taidehistoriallisia tutkimuksia
33. Helsinki: Taidehistorian seura, 2006, (185−98) 188−89.
Lalage. ‘Konstföreningens 25 årsexposition’, Åbo Underrättelser, 1 April 1915.
An in-depth reading of the transgressive nature of colour in The Dying Adonis is provided by
Harri Kalha in Tapaus Magnus Enckell. Historiallisia tutkimuksia 227. Helsinki: Suomalaisen
Kirjallisuuden Seura, 2005, 80, 171−200.
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Magnus Enckell, Awakening
Faun, 1914, oil on canvas,
65.5cm x 81cm
Hoving Collection, Finnish
National Gallery / Ateneum
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

were posing. The locus of these men of colour is the intimate sphere: from the embrace of the
forest and fantastic landscapes of the mind to the more prosaic bathrooms and bedrooms…
While this type of intimacy was part and parcel of the representation of femininity, it was at
odds with masculinity. Thus most critics waxed platonic, lauding the ‘spiritual’ nature of his
earlier depictions of male bodies – those self-enclosed youths who seem to avoid the gaze and
with it any sensual associations. The early works provided for an apt moral narrative, as will
soon become evident.

Distaste to delight – and back
Are we dealing with pathology, or joy of colour – who can say.
– Edvard Richter, 1921
There were, to be sure, some sympathetic accounts. Nils Wasastjerna’s view of Awakening
Faun in 1915 is exceptionally abundant: ‘The glow of colours and fairytale atmosphere the
artist has given this painting, wherein a reclining faun, taking a rest in a verdant forest,
straightens his limbs, is fabulous. […] Marked by a high level of colouristic beauty, it displays
the secure determination and excellent technical execution of a mature artist.’7
Even more generous was ‘J.L.’’s praise, in 1918, of Man and Swan, for its ‘indisputable
painterly values’, ‘strong and fluid beauty of form’, ‘manly vigour of colour’, and ‘masculine
joie de vivre’. The review culminated in sentiments that are rarely used in the Finnish context:

7

Nils Wasastjerna. ‘Septem utställning’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 28 March 1915.
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Magnus Enckell, Bacchants, 1919,
oil on canvas, 118.5cm x 84cm
Private Collection
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Janne Mäkinen

‘I doubt the male body has ever been painted in a
lovelier manner here in Finland.’8 Masculinity and
loveliness – they just were not compatible terms
in those days.
Another painting, Torso, inspired in J.L.
further enthusiasm: ‘Here, too, the depiction of
a youthful body invokes a rare dose of dreamy
strength and steel, while the body’s noble form
seems to fade into faint, wondrously beautiful
reflections of light, with the painting as a whole
rather suggesting sublime, highly idiosyncratic
colour poetics […]. In the artist’s generous
oeuvre, sophisticated taste and civilisation have
now merged with a strong sense of fresh vitality,
achieving a noble and individual, immediate art
that revels in the joys of creativity.’
Such overflowing praise was indeed scarce.
Richter, for example, reacted bleakly: ‘Man and
Swan, if anything, boasts a beautiful design, but
the colour tends to gaudy flashes, which leave the
undersigned indifferent. It doesn’t speak to my
emotions, or strike that fresh, manly chord that
I desire.’9
It seems odd, in the case of this particular
painting – brimming as it is with a vitality that
verges on athleticism – to bemoan a lack of freshness or manliness. Tellingly enough, Richter
stresses subjectivity: his emotions, in an era where critics tended to consider their objectivity
a given.
Colour could be a conundrum even when devoid of direct corporeal reference.
‘In his landscapes’, Richter ruminated in 1913, Enckell ‘seems in exorbitant pursuit of a
graceful charm that strikes one as excessively soft, and all this seems odd in light of the
masculine impact of the artist’s earlier work.’10 Onni Okkonen detected in the landscapes
‘something sweet and frail of mind’; the Paris views were marked by an ‘excessive, well-nigh
effeminate grace’.11
Interestingly, in 1912 Signe Tandefelt – a Finnish-Swede and a woman – commended
the very works shunned by Richter and Okkonen: ‘How charming these small landscapes
are! […] One can hardly imagine a more apt representation of the lighthearted atmosphere

8
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J. L., ‘Magnus Enckell. Taidenäyttelyt’, Uusi Päivä, 25 September 1918. Architect and critic Sigurd
Frosterus, known as a spokesman for post-Impressionistic colour painting, wrote abundantly
about the painting (though not extolling its sensuality) in an essay whose ambivalent tones I have
analysed elsewhere. Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 151−65.
Richter, Edvard [E. R-r.]. ‘M. Enckellin näyttely’, Helsingin Sanomat, 6 October 1918.
Edvard Richter [E. R-r.]. ‘Septemin näyttely’, Helsingin Sanomat, 16 March 1913.
Cit. Olli Valkonen. Maalaustaiteen murros Suomessa 1908−1914. Uudet suuntaukset
maalaustaiteessa, taidearvostelussa ja taidekirjoittelussa. Jyväskylä Studies in the Arts 6. Jyväskylä:
University of Jyväskylä, 1973, 93. The Finnish term for grace (sulo or sulokkuus) implies femininity;
it derives from German Anmut, a term with distinct gender ideological connotations.
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of Paris in the spring.’12 In 1917, she went on to muse: ‘His colours are born as an expression
of artistic inspiration, sprouting in an unforced manner from highly personal soil.’13 Special
mention was given to a group of small, sketchy works: ‘The small paintings exude a peculiar
charm, a natural grace that artistically carries them to the level of Enckell’s best paintings.
How intelligently and quickly he has managed, with just a stroke or two, to give form to an
artistic vision.’14
Two years later, Tandefelt marvelled at Bacchants: ‘I don’t think it possible to extract
any more of the momentary blink of life than that which the artist has achieved with these
boys. The large figure, too, is succulently, vividly and firmly rendered.’15 She continued her
review later, praising ‘a painterly vigour and succulence that has rarely, if ever before, been
seen in Finland. […] The canvas bursts with a vitality and lushness that is rare in Nordic art.
Brushwork is both sturdy and casual. One is left with a strong sense that the artist felt the
colour he applied on the canvas.’16 Enckell’s sensual investment is here seen as his forté, and
his colourism, far from being a problem, comes off as the mark of an international master.17
The contrast with the humming and hawing of Finnish-speaking male critics is striking.
In his review of 1918, Okkonen attempts to remain objective – to a point where he takes literal
distance from the paintings, advising viewers ‘to stop at the other end of the room and there,
from a necessary distance, to inspect the works. I think that this way we may better access
those painterly visions that become oddly frail, pale and mushy up close. From a distance, the
effect is markedly more sturdy and strong, even somewhat masculine.’18
It seems symptomatic that Okkonen wishes to view the works from a safe distance –
the logic of ‘Impressionist’ viewing notwithstanding. In contrast to the virilising distance is a
host of effeminising attributes: ‘[T]he painter is enthralled by the beauty of colour, its lightness
and grace, even, I might add, its prettiness. Colour is more detached, loose and light, hazy,
whereas form seems sensitised, abruptly tense or nervously quivering.’
This gush of descriptive terms is striking; it is as if the tension of the art had been
transposed onto the critic – at the same time, the anxious references to nervousness qualify
the haziness of the art.

Towards degeneration?
It was Enckell’s impact that ripped asunder our art.
– Painter Eero Järnefelt
It is, of course, possible to perceive qualitative differences within Enckell’s oeuvre. One should,
however, be wary of how tightly – albeit furtively – contemporary assessments intertwined
12
13
14
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16
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Tandefelt did make a qualification, in passing: ‘This is not to say that one wouldn’t miss the manly,
almost austere element that is so solidly linked with the image we have of Mr. Enckell’s art.’ Signe
Tandefelt. ‘Konstutställning i Ateneum’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 24 March 1912.
Signe Tandefelt. ‘Konstutställning. Y. Ollila, M. Oinonen, M. Enckell’, Hufvudstadsbladet,
4 November 1917.
Tandefelt, ‘Konstutställning. Y. Ollila, M. Oinonen, M. Enckell’. As an illustration, Tandefelt chose the
watercolour Seated Man, depicting a naked man pictured from behind.
Signe Tandefelt. ‘Höstsalongerna I’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 21 September 1919.
Signe Tandefelt. ‘Höstsalongerna II’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 26 September 1919.
Tandefelt did note, in 1917, ‘a sugary shine that isn’t flattering’, which shows that her stance was
not unambiguous. Likewise, it should be noted that Richter and Okkonen’s views on the 1919
collection were positive, albeit lacking the enthusiasm of Tandefelt. Their softened opinion may
have been aided by a work called Decorative panneau, depicting a naked man and woman. An
image of the painting was even published in Uusi Suomi (probably thanks to Okkonen), alongside
a self-portrait by Gallen-Kallela. Interestingly enough, Tandefelt (21 September 1919) was not
impressed by the said work; she detected in it the artificiality of ‘stage lighting’, although she
recognised its ‘healthy and natural [!] atmosphere’.
Onni Okkonen. ‘Magnus Enckellin näyttely’, Uusi Suomi, 15 September 1918.
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Magnus Enckell, Fantasy,
1895, gouache, crayon and
pencil on paper,
47cm x 44cm
Herman and Elisabeth
Hallonblad Collection,
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

with gender and sexual norms, as well as nationalist
ideology. Behind the uneasy wordings, hidden
within a dialectic derived from classical aesthetics,
there lurks a protectionist tendency and an almost
degenerationist fear of the corruption of Finnish art.
Since Enckell’s art represented a dual perversion
– with respect to both the nature of Man and the
nature of Nation – it provided opportune soil for
fantasies of degeneration.19
Among the most influential propagators of the
narrative of decay was the aforementioned Okkonen
– now in the role of professor of art history. In his
important book Suomen taiteen historia (History of
Finnish Art, 1945), he describes how Enckell ‘after
some manly and serious early works […] seems to
have fallen, after a trip to Italy, into the thralls of
romanticism and sentimental symbolism. An example
of classicist-tinged youth-reverie [nuorukaishaaveilu]
is Fantasy […]. A large painting named Melancholy
shows a bizarre technical decline.’20
The suggestion that an artist might be
corrupted into a ‘youth dreamer’ is curious: is he a
dreamy youth, or a man dreaming of youths? Still,
the idea took root in art history; in Jaakko Puokka’s
book on Enckell (1949) corruption is caused not
by Italy, but Paris, where the artist, caught in the
clutches of ‘decadent aestheticism’, ‘becomes
estranged from a fresh joie de vivre’.21 The dichotomy between the early, ascetic, and later,
hedonistic Enckell is established with his colour works from the 1910s. This was fuelled by
a nationalist paradigm as modernism was divided into the ‘authentic’ art of the November
Group and the ‘affectatious’22 art of the Septem Group.23
What is striking about dichotomising of Enckell’s oeuvre in hindsight is that the original
reception of his early works was ambiguous enough. That the public were at odds with
them is no surprise, but even professional accounts were rife with discord. The Awakening
(1894) could be dismissed as an ‘inappropriate study’ and accounts abound with terms like
obscurity, perversion, even disgust and depravation.24 With the next generation, all this was
forgotten: the oddness of symbolism was sublimated into a noble asceticism, a mirror image
of later corruption. As seen above, Okkonen had already slated the colour paintings in his
newspaper reviews, whereas he lauded the earlier works for carrying ‘stylistic virtues of the
19
20
21
22
23

24

Prototypal narratives of decadence are found in Max Nordau, the ‘father’ of degeneration theory,
but they also figure more temperately in Hippolyte Taine’s Philosophy of Art, which was translated
into Finnish by the modernist author L. Onerva in 1915. Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 267−83.
Onni Okkonen. Suomen taiteen historia. Porvoo: WSOY, 1945, 180, 186.
‘Beauty painting’ (kaunomaalaus) is a peculiar reference to beaux-arts, i.e. Frenchness. Jaakko
Puokka. Magnus Enckell: Ihminen ja taiteilija. Helsinki: Suomalainen tiedeakatemia & Otava, 1949,
82; Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 118−19, 272.
‘Affectation’ (lat. afficere, to affect or influence) was a negative term used to structure Finnish
modernity, suggesting falseness and self-consciousness, as well as effeminate mannerisms.
Kalha, ‘Siellä on taas poika!’, 195; Harri Kalha. ‘Kuvataide (epä)siveellisyyden käsitesfäärissä: kaksi
tapausta’, in T. Pulkkinen and A. Sorainen (eds.), Siveellisyydestä seksuaalisuuteen: Poliittisen
käsitteen historia. Helsinki: Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, 2011, (240−77) 274. The dichotomy
Sallinen/Enckell is a reflection of the Gallen-Kallela/Edelfelt prototype; on the Enckell canon as a
product of national (re)construction, see Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 261−66, 274−88.
For a more extensive analysis of the reception of Enckell’s early work, see Kalha, ‘Siellä on taas
poika!’, 185−98; Kalha, ‘Kuvataide (epä)siveellisyyden käsitesfäärissä’, 240−48, 252−60, 262−68,
270−76.
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Magnus Enckell,
The Awakening, 1894,
oil on canvas,
113cm x 85.5cm
Antell Collections, Finnish National
Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Yehia Eweis

early Renaissance’, as he put it in a 1916 piece, adding: ‘How sparse and yet more telling
was Enckell’s use of colour back then […]. The design was muscular, more bony and intact
than today.’25
A few months later, Okkonen berated Enckell’s use of colours for their ‘dulcet affection
and foppishly decorative grace’, and an effective counterpart is again provided by the strength
of his early oeuvre: ‘All in all, there is something unstable, enervated, weak and nervous about
the artist’s modern works, particularly when compared with the strong, solid and beautiful
works of his youth.’26
Another artistic authority, Einari J. Vehmas, described in 1955 Enckell’s colour paintings
as ‘colourist aberrations [harharetki]’.27 The notion is odd, for as we know, this supposed
deviation lasted until the end. Other writings by Vehmas reveal what kinds of values lurked
behind this perception. He explained how the breakthrough of colour had resulted in ‘a
colouristic decorativeness and dainty play with colour that may momentarily dazzle, but are
at bottom just a conceited means in itself. […] It cannot move anyone thoroughly, because it
lacks the truth of colour. I wouldn’t say that this trend has no advocates on the Finnish side,

25

26

27

The odd term, ‘bony’ (luiseva), refers here to structural disegno. Onni Okkonen. ‘Magnus Enckellin
maalausten näyttely’, Uusi Suomi, 30 November 1916. Ludwig Wennervirta also praised in 1927
Enckell’s early works for being ‘completely free of coquetry’; ‘renouncing all secondary things
– like an ascetic would renounce all worldly follies – the young artist pursued passionately only
soulful expression’, see Ludvig Wennervirta. Suomen taide. Porvoo: WSOY, 1927, 516, 518, 521.
On asceticism in Enckelliana, see Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 249, 259.
Onni Okkonen. ‘Septemin näyttely’, Uusi Suomi, 18 February 1917. When Stenman’s Gallery
presented Enckell’s early works in 1919, Okkonen was brought face to face with ‘true flashes
of genius’; ‘his line and form have a pulsating, sparkling vitality combined with a decorative
monumentality, the colour imbued with intuitive simplicity and upright strength, as well as
freshness, truth and beauty.’
Einari J. Vehmas. ‘Erään sivusäikeen vaiheita Enckellin taiteessa’, in K. Koroma, Aukusti Tuhka and
Jouko Tolvanen (eds.), Suomen taide, vuosikirja 1953−54, Helsinki: Suomen taiteilijaseura, 1955, 48.
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but surely it is most favoured by our linguistic minority. […] It grows rampant [eutrophicates]
like some glowingly seductive parasitic flower of the tropics, with no roots or stem, ignorant of
the very soil from which it too draws its vitality.’28
When characteristics that could as such be positive – decorativeness, glowing play of
colours – are saturated with negative qualifiers like conceit, lack of truth, even eutrophication,
a lovely flower becomes a disgusting parasite. Colour is treacherous illusion, falsity.
A similar instance of aesthetic eugenics29 is detectable in Okkonen: ‘It looks like foreign
tenets, e.g. the autotelic artistry and colour theories of the Septem Group, have not managed
to feed the Finnish spirit which has been most powerful when drawing on its own deep
national sources.’30
While reviews of Enckell’s art rely on a dialectic of purity and excess, they also
implement a gender dichotomy: masculinity siding with the virtue of Finnishness, femininity
with foreign influence (including that of the Swedish-speaking culture). This was a revamping
of the ancient disegno−colori divide, wherein drawing stood for art’s masculinity and
colour represented alterity, fickle femininity and exoticism. In classical art theories colour
suggested chaos, while linear design provided the necessary control thereof. This dichotomy,
harking back to Plato and Aristotle via Renaissance aesthetics, ossified into doctrine in the
17th century.31
Thus was built a strong discursive foundation for the colour complex of Finnish
modernism, at once propping up the inhering gender and sexual norms and blurring their
contingency. The verbose tautology of critical language betrays a dialectics: disturbing and
intriguing, the repressed returns. Today we cherish the ambivalent effects of colour – its
subversive, sensual-corporeal potential. To paraphrase feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray:
Colour obliges us to see.32

28
29
30
31
32

Einari J. Vehmas. ‘Kevätkauden näyttelyitä’, Suomalainen Suomi, 5/1942, 263−64; Vehmas’s views
on Enckell are elaborated on in Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 166−70.
In the context of culture and the arts, eugenics (the ‘science’ of racial hygiene through selective
breeding) manifested discursively, through covert protectionist tendencies: warding off undesirable
influences to thus allow art to flourish in a supposedly pure form.
Onni Okkonen. ‘Mihin suuntaan?’ in L. Wennervirta and Y.A. Jäntti (eds.), Suomen taiteen vuosikirja.
Porvoo: WSOY, 1944, 7. Septem was the artists’ group headed by Enckell.
Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 73, 245−49.
Luce Irigaray. An Ethics of Sexual Difference. Ed. by C. Burke & G. C. Gill. Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1993 (1984), 156; Kalha, Tapaus Magnus Enckell, 250−56.
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We have become accustomed to thinking of modernism in art
as a continuous process of renewal and regeneration. In this
light, art history has been written as a sort of bildungsroman,
from the art movements of the late 19th century to the
triumphal march towards Abstract Expressionism in the 20th
century. The careers of individual artists are also examined
according to this narrative, which aims at ever-improving
results and emphasises the artist’s path towards stylistic
purity and clarity.1 Jaakko Puokka, author of a monograph
on Magnus Enckell, sought to see increasing clarity and
consistency through the phases of the artist’s career. In his
view, Enckell’s late phase brought a mellowness and ‘a return
to the Classical-Hellenic style, the birthplace of the crystalsharp young male figures that he created three decades
earlier’.2 Puokka continues his analysis of Enckell’s late
period, writing that, in his painting of Diana and Endymion,
Enckell broke free from the imbalance that had led to his
‘aestheticising gourmandism’.3
Puokka’s interpretation of Enckell’s development of
new content and sustainable form seems, however, to be
wishful thinking based on the writer’s own artistic ideals and valuations of Enckell’s work
from his own era.4 During his final decade, Magnus Enckell’s art seems heterogenous and
even hesitant: his gaze became retrospective, repeating similar mythological motifs from his
younger years, turning inward to his home environment and nostalgic park scenes, or seeking
a lost paradise and the support of religion. The style of his paintings also varied between
cubist-like structuralism and Nabis-style symbolism. Enckell was undeniably problematic to

1
2
3
4

See e.g. Francis Frascina and Charles Harrison (eds.). Modern Art and Modernism. A Critical
Anthology, 2018 (1982). New York: Routledge.
Puokka, Magnus Enckell: Ihminen ja taiteilija. Helsinki, Suomalainen tiedeakatemia & Otava,
1949, 210.
Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 212.
Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 208.
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his contemporaries, but Puokka’s text emphasises a need to develop a narrative around the
artist’s career and life that would satisfy them.5
How then should we approach Enckell’s late period? How should we interpret his
tentative art, which at times looked towards something new and at other times harked back
to the past?
In a book published in 2007, Edward Said pondered the question of how to interpret
the late output of well-known composers and writers. Said was particularly interested in the
traits that emerge in ‘a nonharmonious, nonserene tension’ in the final phase of an artist’s
output. He was fascinated by ‘a sort of deliberately unproductive productiveness, a going
against’.6 He refers to artists’ oeuvre at this stage as Late Style. Art is of course always tied to
its own time, but as Said sees it, artists’ late-stage work is marked by a kind of timelessness.7
The late style that Said discusses is anachronistic and an anomaly that somehow deviates from
the general concepts of art.8 Rather than clarity, late style is characterised by intransigence,
difficulty and unresolved contradictions. He suggests that age and ill health do not after all
lead to an all-encompassing, mature serenity.9
For Said, lateness is a form of ‘exile’, but even an exile must live somewhere. Thus the
late style is internalised, yet strangely detached from the present.10 It is precisely this kind of
existence, oddly separate from one’s own time and present that distinguishes Enckell’s late
work. ‘Lateness has to do with surviving beyond what is acceptable and normal (…); lateness
also contains the notion that it is impossible to transcend.’11 One cannot forecast one’s own
death, or therefore necessarily be aware that one is in one’s late stage. Enckell died at an age
which by today’s standards is considered to be the prime of middle age.
In the light of Said’s concept of late style, could Enckell’s late output be seen as a kind
of searching and deliberate groping between the past and the future, contrary to Puokka’s
vision of growing serenity and clarification? In this light, his late style – a sort of hybrid stage
– would mean the period of Enckell’s art that began gradually as the Septem influence faded
and a variety of different themes and styles recurred in his works.
In the late 1910s and early ’20s, Enckell paints Arcadian landscapes in the style of
Maurice Denis (Diana and Endymion I, 1921) and follows the faceted painting principles of
Cézanne (Boy Angling, 1921; At the Spring, 1921 and the undated Narcissus), as well as more
broadly a manner of painting that emphasises structuralism (Birch Forest, 1919; Birches in
Vääksy, 1919; Fir in the Middle of a Birch Forest, 1919). He also paints portrait commissions in
a realist style (Johanna and Clara, 1918), floral arrangements (Amaryllis and Cineraria, 1918;
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Harri Kalha and Juha-Heikki Tihinen, whose studies have focused on Magnus Enckell’s
homosexuality, emphasise how difficult it was for his contemporaries (and later researchers)
to approach Enckell’s art that features strongly homoerotic characteristics. See e.g. Harri Kalha.
Tapaus Magnus Enckell. Historiallisia tutkimuksia 227. Helsinki: Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura,
2005; Juha-Heikki Tihinen. Halun häilyvät rajat: Magnus Enckellin teosten maskuliinisuuksien ja
feminiinisyyksien representaatioista ja itsen luomisesta. Taidehistoriallisia tutkimuksia 37. Helsinki:
Taidehistorian seura, 2008.
Edward W. Said. On Late Style: Music and Literature Against the Grain. London: Bloomsbury, 2017
(2007), 4: ‘I’d like to explore the experience of late style that involves a nonharmonious, nonserene
tension, and above all, a sort of deliberately unproductive productiveness going against […].’
Said, On Late Style, 95: ‘Any style involves first of all the artist’s connection to his or her own time,
or historical period, society, and antecedents; the aesthetic work, for all its irreducible individuality,
is nevertheless a part – or, paradoxically, not a part – of the era in which it was produced and
appeared.’
As Michael Wood writes in the ‘Introduction’ to Said’s book On Late Style, 2017 (2007), X: ‘“Late
style” can’t be a direct result of aging or death, because style is not a mortal creature, and works
of art have no organic life to lose. But the approaching of death of the artist gets into the works all
the same, and in many different ways; the privileged forms, as Said wrote are “anachronism and
anomaly”.’
Said, On Late Style, 3.
Wood, ‘Introduction’, XI: ‘Lateness for Said is a form of exile, but even exiles live somewhere, and
“late style is in, but oddly apart from, the present.’
Said, On Late Style, 16.
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Magnus Enckell, At the Spring, 1921, watercolour on paper,
35cm x 43.5cm
Herman and Elisabeth Hallonblad Collection, Finnish National
Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

Orchids, undated) and park landscapes (View from Kaisaniemi
Park, 1915; View from Kaivopuisto, 1919). In his romantic park
landscapes, which are not bound to any particular location,
one can make out human figures, which seem curiously
detached (Large Oak in Moonlight, early 1920s; Spring Night,
1922). Enckell also takes on Christian subjects, themes related
to purgatory, comforting or salvation (Purgatory, 1923; the
stained-glass windows in Pori Church, 1925). A mood of
yearning and wistfulness recurs in many paintings (By the
Window, 1919; Lost in Thoughts, 1922/23; Studio Window in
Kilo, 1923). He also ‘lapses’ into tackling a political subject in
his chaos-themed paintings, which are nevertheless basically
a return to his individualist contemplation of universal
humanity (1918−19).

Chaos

Magnus Enckell, Birches in
Vääksy, 1919, oil on canvas,
60.5cm x 74cm
Ester and Jalo Sihtola Fine
Arts Foundation Donation,
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

The criticism during Enckell’s lifetime was largely based on
various virtues and dichotomies that emphasised masculinity.
Enckell was seen as struggling between sense and feelings,
line and colour, body and mind.12 Puokka’s notion of Enckell
becoming whole and returning to the ideals of his early period
after his colour period is also linked to the triumph of the line.
It was considered by his contemporaries as if manliness had
won out over a vague femininity in his late works.13
Some of the pathos of manliness can be found in
Enckell’s Chaos series, a set of works born in the wake of the
Finnish Civil War. Studies of Enckell’s Chaos subjects have
focused on issues such as what spurred Enckell to take on such political topics. Were they
based on an interest in the politics of the age and a new willingness to take a stand, or are
the works rather related to Enckell’s earlier output and a personal reckoning of his own life?
Did this dramatic period of history offer the artist an opportunity to return to the conflicted
feelings of his youth, melancholy, angst, detachment and loneliness? Did the dramatic threat
of history give him an opportunity to revisit these feelings and sublimate his own personal
contradictory feelings into a communal anxiety?14
By the time the Civil War broke out in January 1918, Magnus Enckell was a renowned,
established artist in Finland. In 1915 he had been elected Chair of the Artists’ Association
of Finland and served in this post until the autumn of 1918. The Septem group had already
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See e.g. Harri Kalha, 2000. ‘Magnus Enckell and the Mystery of the Lost Sexuality’, in Juha-Heikki
Tihinen and Jari Björklöv (eds.), Magnus Enckell 1870–1925. Helsinki: Helsinki City Art Museum,
104−111.
Tihinen, Juha-Heikki. ‘Thinly Veiled Desire – Magnus Enckell’s Portrayal of Men’, in Juha-Heikki
Tihinen and Jari Björklöv (eds.), Magnus Enckell 1870–1925. Helsinki: Helsinki City Art Museum,
124–28.
Mirja Ramstedt pondered the same questions in her master’s thesis in 1996, see Mirja Ramstedt.
Magnus Enckellin Kaaos-aiheiset maalaukset vuosilta 1918−1919 – Kansalaissodan vaikutus ajan
suomalaiseen kuvataiteeseen. Master’s thesis in art history, University of Jyväskylä, 1996.
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Magnus Enckell, View from
Kaivopuisto, 1919, oil on
canvas, 59cm x 68cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Hannu Pakarinen

staged six joint exhibitions. In 1917 Enckell planned
a trip to the Caucasus, but had to abandon it due to
the unrest in Russia.15
Artists were by no means indifferent to the
Civil War. Many were socially vulnerable due to the
difficult wartime conditions and some, including
Enckell, took part in charity events, including
one arranged by Elli Tompuri.16 The war does not
however seem to have hampered the artist’s
work. In September and October of 1918, just a
few months after it ended, Enckell held a private
exhibition at Galerie Hörhammer in Helsinki. On
display were 75 works from the 1912−18 period.
One of his most significant works from that time,
Man and Swan, was completed specifically for this
exhibition.17
Although Enckell’s life seems ostensibly
to have continued normally in spite of the war,
the turbulent feelings of this restless time clearly
weighed on his mind. At a 1919 Hörhammer
exhibition (with Helene Schjerfbeck) he presented
the Chaos and Agony paintings, along with mythical subjects.18
The Chaos paintings share some of the same traits as his earlier mythological paintings,
but they are also marked by a new kind of realism and pathos. There is a certain indecision
and oscillation between realism and symbolism in these works.
In two sketches from 1918, Enckell shows a male figure in the foreground with another
person, whose hand he seems to be holding. In the background are crowds of people and
ruins, suggesting a more realistic approach and a conceptually collective depiction of the
horrors of war. In the sketch at Pori Art Museum, the male figure in the foreground is depicted
realistically, wearing trousers, with his upper body bare. One can also discern a mother and
child in the lower left corner. In the Tampere Art Museum sketch, the male figure is a degree
more symbolic, shown nude, with his hand lifted to his forehead.
Kemi Art Museum’s painting, Year of the Rebellion (1918),19 foreshadows the final
version of this exploration. Throngs of people can still be seen in this work. Featured in the
foreground is a young male figure, this time with only his upper body shown. He is wrapped in
a red cloak and his hand is raised to his forehead in a gesture of horror. Adding to the drama is
a skull-and-crossbones flag that flaps right behind the young man’s head.
In Turku Art Museum’s ‘final’ Chaos painting (1919), the architectonic elements have
been left out altogether. The crowds can only be discerned in the background as a suggestive
mass of colour. Pori Art Museum’s second Chaos sketch (1919) is clearly a preliminary work
for this final painting. The main emphasis is on the youth and the background is simply colour
surfaces without representational elements. The young man is, however, shown turned to the
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Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 212.
See https://yle.fi/aihe/article /2018/04/22/nayttelija-elli-tompuri-saa-idean-saveltaja-jeansibeliuksen-paivakirja-1918. Enckell’s friend, the then-celebrated actor Elli Tompuri, wrote in
her diary on 20 April 1918 of her idea of arranging a charity gala with Jean Sibelius. The event
was held at the National Theatre on 2 May, with one of Enckell’s paintings as a lottery prize.
Hufvudstadsbladet, 22 April 1918. Enckell also took part in social life during the Civil War and was
for instance a member of the board of the Free Stage Theatre, established by Tompuri in 1919.
‘Biography’ in Juha-Heikki Tihinen and Jari Björklöv (eds.), Magnus Enckell 1870–1925. Helsinki:
Helsinki City Art Museum, 134.
‘Biography’, 135.
The work at Kemi Art Museum is also interesting in that few artists had so directly titled their works
as being related to the Civil War.
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left, whereas the individual in the final version looks toward the right. With its simplified form,
Chaos is comparable to the solitary male figures of Enckell’s symbolist period.
Agony (1919, private collection) differs from the other chaos-themed paintings in
that the model is a woman. There is also a female figure in Vaasa Art Museum’s Chaos work,
which could be dated back to the autumn of 1917, before the Civil War broke out. Visible in
the foreground is a woman in white, who has fallen to the ground and is looking up with a
pleading expression on her face. Behind her to the right, a skeleton-like figure looks directly at
the viewer as it walks ‘offstage’. To the left is a group of anguished figures, one of whom has
collapsed and is sprawled on the ground, the others still standing and supporting each other.
Above this scene there seems to be a starry sky. The event takes place in a mythical valley,
bordered by two hills. This individual painting also supports the idea that Enckell aimed more
at a general depiction of restless times and a symbolic presentation of agony, rather than a
narrative linked to a particular historical event. The dramatic events of the time are distanced
so as to become a universal portrayal of human suffering. Tampere Art Museum’s sketch from
1917 also more generally shows a chaotic, dramatic situation, in which a mass of people have
turned their gaze up to the rays descending diagonally from the sky.
Enckell’s Purgatory painting from 1923 repeats the composition and subject matter of
the previous works.20 One may conclude that the trajectory of Chaos works was also primarily
motivated by spiritual rather than societal concerns.21 Purgatory features both a man and
a woman as the main protagonists, bringing together the two main figures in the various
‘chaos’ works.
Enckell’s starting point for the Chaos series can be interpreted as a personal settling
of scores rather than a sense of social responsibility or of taking a stance. Puokka sees
‘spiritual overload’ in them, comparing the Chaos and Agony works to Tyko Sallinen’s paintings
The Barn Dance and The Fanatics (1918).22 With Said’s thoughts in mind, it is precisely this
kind of tension that is typical of Enckell’s late style. The Chaos works can be interpreted as
representing the artist’s conflicted feelings, in both their manner of execution and subject
matter. They feature drama, which spurs more restlessness and angst and ‘leaves the audience
more perplexed and unsettled than before’.23
It is interesting that the stained-glass windows for the Pori Church were among
Enckell’s last works. One of their themes is specifically Purgatory, in which the artist draws
together the universal agony of the Chaos theme. Harri Kalha sees purgatory as referring
more generally to the artistic identity; in Enckell’s case it is associated with creativity and the
struggle and sublimation related to sexuality. Purgatory becomes a complex metaphor for the
fall and striving.24
It is interesting that the subject preoccupied Enckell for two years, perhaps even longer,
if the early dating of the Pori and Tampere sketches are correct. In these works, one can see
the ‘intransigence, difficulty and unresolved contradiction’ referred to in Said’s thoughts on
late style.25

Intimate domesticity
Throughout his career, Enckell seems to have pondered some kind of a theme of suffering
and atonement. In contrast to suffering, his depictions of domestic interiors focus on
harmony, security and homeliness, revealing Enckell as a bon viveur and a dreamer. Despite
20
21
22
23
24
25

Another version of the same theme, Purgatory (1923) is in the Ateneum Art Museum collection. It
was a preliminary work for stained-glass windows at Turku Cathedral, which were never realised.
Dan Holm also refers to the Chaos works as being more linked to the religio-mystical questions that
preoccupied Enckell rather than with political activism. Dan Holm. ‘Magnus Enckells “Kaos”, dess
backgrund och innebörd’, Finsk Tidskrift: kultur, ekonomi, politik, 2/1973, 15−22.
Puokka, Magnus Enckell: Ihminen ja taiteilija, 200.
Said, On Late Style, 4.
Kalha, ‘Magnus Enckell and the Mystery of the Lost Sexuality’, 110.
Said, On Late Style, 4.
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Magnus Enckell, Villa of the
Artist in Kilo, 1921, gouache
and pencil on paper,
22.5cm x 31cm
Ester and Jalo Sihtola Fine Arts
Foundation Donation, Finnish
National Gallery / Ateneum
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

his international and public persona, Enckell was also a homebody who enjoyed his privacy,
living in aesthetic surroundings. As Puokka put it, ‘throughout his life, pleasant immediate
surroundings and the right to be alone were his unconditional requirements’.26
According to Said, enjoyment, pleasure and privacy do not require accommodation to
the status quo or the governing system, and it is specifically this sort of freedom that unites
all the expressions of late style.27 Enjoyment and privacy appear in many of the small-scale
interiors, park scenes, still-lifes and forest scenes depicted in Enckell’s late period.
In 1920 Enckell bought a villa in Kilo, Espoo, designed by the architect Eliel Saarinen
for Ellan Edelfelt. There he painted a number of interiors, still-lifes and garden scenes (Large
Oak in Moonlight; An Old Tree (Kilo), 1921; Villa of the Artist in Kilo, 1921; The Artist’s Studio
in Kilo, 1920). Before he bought the house, the artist spent many summers on the island of
Kuorsalo, at his sister Helmi’s villa (Villa Porch on Kuorsalo Island, 1918). For a time, Helmi
moved in with her brother in Kilo, underlining her significance as an element of domesticity.
Eventually though, Enckell lost interest in rural living and in 1924 he bought a flat on
Urheilukatu in Helsinki, in a newly-completed building designed by his friend Sigurd Frosterus.
Enckell’s many home interiors and park scenes from this period seem to be a return to
something safe and intimate, his innermost self.
Enckell’s pictures of home interiors, parks and tennis courts all represent areas of
intimacy, which, after Said, becomes possible when an artist has come to terms with the
world’s demands on his or her art: what is left is pleasure and privacy.28 Wellbeing and
domesticity are also particularly associated with his holiday-themed painting from the
Kilo period (Christmas Tree in the Salon of Kilo Manor, c. 1919). The Christmas theme had

26
27
28

Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 90.
Wood, ‘Introduction’, XI: ‘Amusement, pleasure and privacy does not require reconciliation with a
status quo or a dominant regime, and it is this version of freedom that unites all the instances of
lateness in Said.’
Wood, ‘Introduction’, XI.
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Magnus Enckell, Christmas Tree, 1908, lithograph,
48cm x 62.3cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

interested Enckell earlier, too. In 1908 he made a lithograph
showing a classroom with an armchair and a Christmas tree.
There were several areas of intimacy in Enckell’s life.
Christian undercurrents and sexuality seem to have been the
engines of his creative work. A longing for home and pastoral
peace won out over his public life and urban socialising.
This intimacy is strongly apparent in Enckell’s paintings. In
his symbolist mythological pictures, he was able to fuse
sexuality and the longing for spirituality into a neoplatonic
notion of over-arching love. Late works such as Man and
Swan and Wings (Daedalus and Icarus, 1923) continue his
depictions of sublimated love. In these paintings, mythology
takes on a highly carnal form, with the individuals portrayed
realistically, even though the narratives are based on myths.
Intimacy is also directly represented by the small-scale
studies of nude men from Enckell’s late period. Indeed, his
late output is characterised by an open sensuality.
Home may also be considered a symbol of love, a
place of safety and intimacy. These depictions of domesticity
exhibit a somewhat dreamy, poetic and even naive side of
Enckell. In Puokka’s words:
One must admit that descriptions of Enckell’s essence
and the development of his character in middle
age, in other words precisely in the early 1920s, are
not completely consistent – even a period of less
than a quarter of a century can cast a mythology
over the life of a well-known person. It is however
certain that the paintings made in these years clearly
convey their creator’s spiritual state. To an increasing
degree, isolation, a kind of noble solitude, brought
with it simplification in art, whose form began in a
way to hatch into muscularity and clarity out of the
intermittent obscurity of the ’Septem’ period. One
cannot deny that in the art of his final years, Enckell
appears more independent probably than ever before.29
Magnus Enckell, Interior, 1905,
soft-ground etching,
32cm x 25cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Jenni Nurminen

Puokka is correct in observing that Enckell no longer seemed to be bound by the
demands or conventions of the time. It is as if he painted the great problem of his life, the
utopia of love, over and over again. In this light, the interiors of Enckell’s home and other
intimate images can be interpreted, like the symbolist mythological works of the late 19th
century, as being linked to his selfhood and his search for it. As a sort of euphemism, perhaps
they also speak of love and matters related to it.
It is characteristic of Enckell’s interiors that they are often empty. In those that do
include a person (By the Window, Lost in Thoughts, Studio Window in Kilo), they are often
29

Puokka, Magnus Enckell, 219.
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Magnus Enckell, By the Window, 1919, oil on
paper, 63cm x 48cm
Antell Collections, Finnish National Gallery /
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

Magnus Enckell, Lost in Thoughts, 1922/23,
oil on canvas, 48.5cm x 40.5cm
Ester and Jalo Sihtola Fine Arts Foundation
Donation, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

shown to be lost in thought, looking out in a kind of wistful or contemplative state. According
to Gaston Bachelard, it is precisely an awareness of being inside that particularly creates a
feeling of security. For Bachelard, a house permits one ‘to recall flashes of daydreams that
illuminate the synthesis of immemorial and recollected’.30 In Bachelard’s words, Enckell’s
pictures of houses ‘become the topography of our intimate being’. The house is ‘a tool
for analysis of the human soul’ and ‘by remembering “houses” and “rooms”, we learn to
“abide” within ourselves’, he writes.31 ‘The house shelters daydreaming, the house protects
the dreamer, the house allows one to dream in peace,’ Bachelard adds.32 The significance of
Enckell’s pictures of houses and their interiors can be interpreted in the spirit of Bachelard
as some sort of opportunity to return to childhood feelings of innocence and security.
Bachelard’s key words – ‘imagination’, ‘picture’, ‘soul’ and ‘dreaming’ – are well suited to
describe the intimate paintings of Enckell’s late period. The painting of the hearth at Kilo
Manor, complete with bearskin rug (Interior from Kilo, undated), is comparable to Bachelard’s
vision of a nest and security. The image of telling tales by a fireplace does not bother
Bachelard – or Enckell − as after all, it is permissible for one’s dreams to be naive.

30
31
32

Gaston Bachelard. Tilan poetiikka. Helsinki: Kustannusosakeyhtiö Nemo, (1957) 2003, 77−78.
Bachelard, Tilan poetiikka, 67−68.
Bachelard, Tilan poetiikka, 79.
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Leena Luostarinen, Rain, 1981,
oil on canvas,
100cm x 180cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Museum of Contemporary Art
Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Antti Kuivalainen

During my internship at the Finnish National Gallery I studied the Finnish painter Leena
Luostarinen1 (1949–2013) and her exhibition reviews in the Finnish daily newspapers. Using
these sources, I was able to gain some insight into the Finnish art debate taking place in the
1980s and 1990s. Luostarinen is associated with the new painting2 and expressionism of the

1

2

Luostarinen studied at the School of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland in 1968–72. She received the
Ducat prize awarded by the Finnish Art Society in 1974 and the Pro Finlandia Medal in 1995. She
was selected as the Artist of the Year in 1988. For more about Leena Luostarinen, see
http://www.leenaluostarinen.com (accessed 22 October 2020).
In the beginning of the 1980s the resurgence of painting was a counter-reaction against conceptual
art and its lack of images as well as over-intellectualism. Hannu Castrén. ‘Maalaan, olen siis
olemassa!’, in Helena Sederholm et al. (eds.), Pinx, Maalaustaide Suomessa. Siveltimen vetoja.
Porvoo: Weilin + Göös Oy, 2003, (210–11) 210.
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Leena Luostarinen,
After Delacroix I, 1981,
watercolour on paper,
59.5cm x 80.5cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Museum of Contemporary
Art Kiasma

1980s, as well as the powerful emergence of women
painters at that time. In addition, a romantic attitude
can be found in her art.3 The new painting in Finland
did not emerge as a counter-reaction to minimalism or
the ‘linguistic’4 nature of conceptual art or its overintellectualisation, as had been the case internationally.
In Finland, it was rather a reaction to the ideological
and realistic content in art. The starting point of the
new painting in Finland at this time was therefore
different than it was internationally.5
A Fullbright scholarship gave Luostarinen an
opportunity to go to New York and study at the Pratt
Institute in 1985–86.6 There she became interested
in Chinese landscape painting.7 In a postmodern
spirit, Luostarinen referred to various sources, and
intertextuality became part of her work. She picked up
subjects from older artists, such as Eugène Delacroix
and Diego Velázquez. Sphinxes, cats, swans, lizards, and snakes became familiar subject
matter in her works. The themes of her paintings arose from national and religious myths, and
contemporary legends.8 These themes were influenced by Luostarinen’s travels.
Examining the art reviews of the 1980s and 1990s in the press cuttings in the Archive
Collections of the Finnish National Gallery, I wanted to investigate the gender perspective and
to see how the art discussion about Luostarinen and her art was played out in the Finnish
press. Did the artist’s gender influence the reviews? I focused on the four largest independent
Finnish daily newspapers – Helsingin Sanomat9, Aamulehti10, Turun Sanomat11 and Kaleva12 –

Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Petri Virtanen

3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Marja-Terttu Kivirinta. ‘Sfinksejä ja kissoja. Leena Luostarisen pensseli ottaa etäisyyttä modernin
taiteen genealogiaan’, in Marja-Terttu Kivirinta, Lasse Saarinen, Leena Luostarinen, Camilla
Ahlström-Taavitsainen, Otso Kantokorpi, Päivi Karttunen, Jüri Kokkonen and Pirkko Tuukkanen
(eds.), Leena Luostarinen: Tiikerinpiirtäjä = Tigertecknaren = Tiger Drawer. Helsinki: Suomen
taideyhdistys, 2013, (15–22) 17; Kimmo Sarje. Romantiikka ja postmoderni. Helsinki: Valtion
painatuskeskus, 1989.
The art object was no longer a unique and special ‘means of expression made by hand’. New means
of expression came up and the way of expressing conceptual art became ‘linguistic’, even when
images were used. Marja Sakari. Käsitetaiteen etiikkaa: suomalaisen käsitetaiteen postmodernia ja
fenomenologista tulkintaa. Dimensio 4. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery, 2000, 26.
Inkamaija Iitiä. Käsitteellisestä ruumiilliseen, sitaatiosta paikkaan: maalaustaide ja nykytaiteen
historia. Helsinki: Helsingin yliopisto, 2008, 212; Castrén, ‘Maalaan, olen siis olemassa!’, 210.
Kimmo Sarje. ‘Maalasin ensisijaisesti ihmisfiguureja, kunnes tiikerisarja alkoi syksyllä 1980’, Taide
no. 3 (1988), 31.
Kimmo Sarje. ‘Haluan, että maalaukseni ovat runoutta’, in Harald Arnkil, Achille Bonito Oliva and
Kimmo Sarje (eds.), Leena Luostarinen. Vuoden taiteilija / Årets konstnär / Artist of the Year.
Helsinki; Helsingin juhlaviikot, Helsingin taidehalli, Hermes Oy, 1988, (10–21) 18.
Marja-Terttu Kivirinta. ‘Sfinksejä ja kissoja’, 15.
Helsingin Sanomat was established in 1889 as Päivälehti, which, for the first decades, supported
liberalism, but in 1932 it was declared politically neutral. Helsingin Sanomat is Finland’s largest
daily newspaper. ‘Helsingin Sanomat’, Wikipedia, https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helsingin Sanomat
(accessed 6 April 2020).
Aamulehti is the second largest daily newspaper in Finland, established in 1881 in Tampere.
‘Aamulehti’, Wikipedia, https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aamulehti (accessed 14 April 2020).
Turun Sanomat is an independent newspaper established in 1904. It is the third largest in Finland
and comes out in Turku. ‘Turun Sanomat’, Wikipedia, https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turun_Sanomat
(accessed 7 April 2020).
Kaleva is an independent newspaper established in 1899 and the fourth largest in Finland. It is
published in Oulu. ‘Kaleva’, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaleva_(newspaper) (accessed
17 April 2020).
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Leena Luostarinen, Dragon’s Cave, 1990–93,
oil, velvet, metal pigment on canvas,
301cm x 362cm
Finnish National Gallery / Museum of
Contemporary Art Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jukka Romu

Leena Luostarinen, Swan and
Metropolis (To Maria), 1985,
oil on canvas,
121cm x 183cm
Finnish National Gallery /
Museum of Contemporary
Art Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /
Petri Virtanen

as well as on the largest Swedish-language
newspaper Hufvudstadsbladet13 and two
politically committed newspapers, Uusi
Suomi14 and Suomen Sosialidemokraatti15.
I discovered that the critics of all these
newspapers wrote a lot about art
exhibitions and through this activity,
they participated actively in the Finnish
art debate. In general, not all Finnish
newspapers wrote exhibition reviews.
The reviews arose from different
starting points. Not all of them showed an
awareness of the perspective of gender,
although they nevertheless emphasised the female
gender of the artists. Two of the critics, Marja-Terttu
Kivirinta in Helsingin Sanomat and Dan Sundell in
Hufvudstadsbladet, underlined Luostarinen’s educational
background and professional achievements. Another
critic, A. I. Routio, writing in Uusi Suomi, referred to what
has historically been traditional regarding female artists
and which still seems to have been valid for him in the
1980s. In his view, it was appropriate for women painters
to make small-scale artworks and Luostarinen’s large and
colourful paintings were thus problematic for him.
Even those critics who wrote with an awareness
of sexual equality, could still unknowingly or even
consciously repeat traditional values, for example by
using the word ‘girl’ for an adult woman. In a way, the
1980s and 1990s were a transition period during which discussion about gender in art was
still evolving. It was quite ironic to read these newspaper articles from 30-40 years ago, as this
kind of text would be unthinkable nowadays. However, the formulaic nature of the writings, as
well as the number of them, made me realise how much influence and power art critics have.
I started my research internship at the Finnish National Gallery in the beginning of
March 2020. It was an exceptional time because of the Covid-19 virus and the lockdown.
I worked in the FNG library at the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, with other staff

13
14
15

Hufvudstadsbladet, established in 1864, is a Finnish Swedish-language daily newspaper
and has among them the largest circulation in the country. ‘Hufvudstadsbladet’, Wikipedia,
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hufvudstadsbladet (accessed 6 April 2020).
Uusi Suomi was published in 1919–1991. It was a newspaper of the Coalition Party until 1976, after
which it declared itself politically neutral. ‘Uusi Suomi’, Wikipedia,
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uusi Suomi (accessed 6 April 2020).
Suomen Sosialidemokraatti was established under the name Työmies (The Labourer) in 1895.
It is the paper of the Finnish Social Democratic Party and comes out nowadays with the name
Demokraatti. ‘Suomen sosialidemokraatti’, Wikipedia,
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demokraatti_(lehti) (accessed 4 April 2020).
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working remotely at home. I communicated with my in-house tutors Marja Sakari and Patrik
Nyberg via video meetings and e-mails and received their comments and suggestions. My
study on Luostarinen and newspaper reviews is ongoing as I continue to write my master’s
thesis on the subject.
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